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I
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATORS

g

I IN SEARCH OF |

I INEXPENSIVE TEXTBOOKS: I

I I

I I

j
Have you thought of using back

j

I
issues of Heresies as textbooks for

j

I your women's studies, visual arts, I

8 or cultural studies courses? Many I

|
instructors have done so because '

, students find Heresies not only
j

I
interesting and graphically appeal-

j

I
ing but affordable (40% discount for

j

I 5 or more copies ordered in bulk, I

i i.e., $3.60 each for most back I

|
issues). The music (no. 10), ecology i

I

(no. 13), racism (no. 15), perfor-
j

I
mance (no. 17), anniversary (no. 24),

|

I
education (no. 25), and Russian (no. \

I 26) issues have all been especially I

I popular as assigned texts. I
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Upcoming Issues
Women on Men
Autobiography

Hair

Current Issue
O 27. Latina—A Journal of Ideas - $8.00

Back Issues
$6 each/three for $15

O 7. Women Working Together

O 9. Women Organized/Divided

O 10. Women and Music

O 11. Women and Architecture

O 13. Feminism and Ecology

O 14. Women's Pages (page art)

O 15. Racism Is the Issue

O 16. Film/Video/Media

O 17. Acting Up (performance)

O 18/19. Mothers, Mags. ..plus Satire

O 10. Women & Activism

O 21. Food Is a Feminist Issue

O 22. Art in Unestablished Channels

O 23. Coming of Age

O 24. 12 Years (anniversary issue)

O 25. The Art of Education

O 26. IdiomA (bilingual Russian/English)

Dear Heretics, Feminism is not dead or post-anything. Please enter
my subscription for the term indicated and/or send any back or current
issues I've checked to the following address:

Name

Street Address/P.O. Box

City/State/Zip

Make checks payable to HERESIES. Payment must accompany order. All checks must be
drawn on a U.S. bank. Outside U.S., add S6 per tour issues lor postage.

Please start with issue no. .

Four issues: O Individual — $27 O Institutional -

Limited-Quantity Back Issues
(prices subject to increase without notice)

O 1. The First Issue (Jan. 1977) $15

O 3. Lesbian Art & Artists (photocopy) $15

O 5. The Great Goddess (reprint) $35

O 6. On Women and Violence $15

O 8. Third World Women $15

Contributions

O I like what you Heretics are doing. Included is a tax-deductible contribution of

.

HERESIES PO Box 1306, Canal St. Station, New York, NY 10013
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Heresies publishes feminist fiction,

nonfiction, political/cultural commen-
tary, poetry, experimental writing, page

art, and every kind of visual art. Each

issue has a specific thematic orienta-

tion; please indicate on your envelope

which theme(s) your work addresses.

Manuscripts should be typed double-

spaced. Visual material should be sub-

mitted in the form of a xerox, photo-

graph, or slide with artist's name, title,

medium, size, and date noted; howev-

er, Heresies must have a b&w photo-

graph or equivalent to publish the

work, if accepted. We will not be

responsible for original art. All material

must be accompanied by an SASE if

you wish it to be returned. We do not

publish reviews or monographs on

contemporary women. We cannot

guarantee acceptance of submitted

material. Heresies pays a small fee for

published work.

Heresies: A Feminist Publication on Art

and Politics is published twice a year by

Heresies Collective Inc., 280 Broadway.

Suite 412. New York. NY 10007. Subscription

rates for 4 issues: $27/individuals,

S38/inslilulions. Outside the U.S., add $6
per 4 issues postage Single copies ol

currenl issue: $8.00. Back issues available

at varying prices. Address all correspon-

dence to Heresies. PO Box 1306,

Canal Street Station.New York. NY 10013

Heresies. ISSN 0146-3411, Vol. 7. No. 3.

Issue 27 © 1993, Heresies Collective Inc

All rights reserved.

Heresies is indexed by the Alternative Press

Index, Box 33109, Baltimore, MD 21218,

and the American Humaniiies Index.

PO Box 958, Troy, NY 12181.

This publication has been

made possible, in part, with

public funds from the

National Endowment for the

Arts and the New York State

Council on the Arts.

Heresies is an idea-oriented journal devoted to the

examination of art and politics from a feminist per-

spective. We believe that what is commonly called

art can have a political impact and that in the making

of art and all cultural artifacts our identities as women

play a distinct role. We hope that Heresies continues

to stimulate dialogue around radical political and

aesthetic theory as well as to generate new creative

energies among women. It is a place where diversity

can be articulated. We are committed to broadening

the definition and function of art.

Heresies is published by a collective of feminists,

some of whom are also socialists, marxists, lesbian

feminists, or anarchists; our fields include painting,

sculpture, writing, curating, literature, anthropology,

political science, psychology, art history, printmak-

ing, photography, illustration, and artists' books.

While the themes of the individual issues are deter-

mined by the collective, each issue has a different

volunteer editorial staff composed of members of the

mother collective and other women interested in that

theme. Heresies provides experience for women who

work editorially, in design, and in production.

Heresies tries to be accountable to and in touch with

the international feminist community.

As women, we are aware that historically the connec-

tions between our lives, our arts, and our ideas have

been suppressed. Once these connections are clari-

fied, they can function as a means to dissolve the

alienation between artist and audience and to under-

stand the relationship between art and politics, work

and workers. As a step toward the demystification of

art. we reject the standard relationship of criticism to

art within the present system, which has often

become the relationship of advertiser to product. We

will not advertise a new set of genius-products just

because they are made by women. We are not com-

mitted to any particular style or aesthetic nor to the

competitive mentality that pervades the art world.

Our view of feminism is one of process and change,

and we feel that through this dialogue we can foster

a change in the meaning of art.
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he collective process

behind this 27th issue of

Heresies began five years ago.

The original title was "jViva Latina!" — eventually discarded

because of its evocation of clicking castanets, ruffled skirts, and

Carmen Miranda hats. Latina is an awkward label to encompass the

cultural diversity of two continents over the course of more than five cen-

turies. In the U.S. the term becomes almost ludicrous when the majority outside

a porous border becomes a "minority" within. History has shifted borders geographi-

cally, politically, and economically, and Latina carries much historical baggage.

From the beginning there was consensus among the editorial collective that the issue was to focus on

cultural identity. Our potential contributors — artists, writers, poets, dancers, filmmakers, sociologists, lawyers,

activists, art critics & historians — had long been engaged (with themselves and one another) in a dialogue on the

topic. This issue of Heresies, renamed "Latina—h Journal of Ideas," pays tribute to the rich variety of expression in

women's creative work— rigorous & free, profound and funny, timeless & contemporary.

During the five years of the issue's development, questions of identity in the domain of cultural/multicultural power rela-

tionships have become even more overt and complex, and the question of difference in ethnic and racial identity has

become more and more central to cultural, sociological, and philosophical debate around the world. The importance of

Latinas' contributions to this dialogue has become increasingly clear.

A decade of broadening discourse has thus led to reenvisioning the cultural community that is the United States, but

systemic change has been uneven. Major mainstream cultural institutions continue to mount the occasional definitive,

authoritative Latin American art exhibition. Frequently the scholarship and curatorial premises are problematic. Women
have too often been underrepresented. Latino artists living in the U.S. have recently been omitted as well. One may ques-

tion the contribution these large, transient exhibitions make to the field of art history. Do they herald an alteration of rou-

tine curatorial practice, or are they finite, self-limiting events intended to mollify a constituency? The re-evaluation of

cultural community has created new funding opportunities. Major institutions outmaneuver grassroots institutions for

multicultural arts and education funding, repositioning themselves in the face of impending demographic shifts.

In this landscape of shifting cultural borders, we of the "Latina" collective hope this issue of Heresies will help expand

the ongoing discourse of self-definition. The initial editorial collective outlined the mission of the issue as the creation

of a space for women of Latin American descent living or working primarily within the U.S., a space where Latinas

could speak and listen to their own creative voices — room for her own. Following the first call for submissions, the

project was delayed at various points. The collective tried several methods of opening up the editorial process. A
debate about the politics of accepting National Endowment for the Arts money in an atmosphere of censorship inter-

rupted work for a time. Simultaneously, much-needed funds from the New York State Council on the Arts were being

drastically cut across the board.

The method used to compile this final version of "Latina—A Journal of Ideas" evolved as an attempt to respond to the

diversity contained within the term Latina. Acknowledging that a three-member editorial collective could not presume to

represent the multiple communities of the Latin diaspora, an invitation was extended to two dozen Latina artists, writers,

and scholars across the U.S. Each of the respondents was asked to compile a 4-6 page segment for the issue. A dozen

segments emerged from this process; two were contributed by members of the collective. To these was added a portfolio

selected by the collective, culled from unsolicited material sent directly to Heresies or solicited by us from some of the

artists whose work we felt should be present in the issue. Avis Lang provided general editorial and administrative sup-

port; her infinite patience and good humor were essential to the project. The innovative work of artist/designer Ana

Linnemann involved a true collaboration with the material — personal yet respectful of the contributors' ideas and

images. We owe special thanks to art activist/critic/Weres/'escofounder Lucy Lippard. Her generous guidance and advice

have been invaluable.

Although this issue of Heresies exceeds the usual length, it does not begin to exhaust the topic. True to the range of

Latinas' expressive forms and to our intentions, it offers a kaleidoscopic rather than an authoritative survey. Within the

open forum of Heresies it integrates approaches and issues previously perceived as disparate. We hope Latinas will con-

tinue to see this forum as theirs.
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CONVERSATIONS ABOUT US

INTRODUCTION J DINA & ADA

PUTTING TOGETHER THIS SEGMENT RAISED MANY

CONCERNS. WE HAD SOME RESISTANCES AND

RESENTMENTS ABOUT BEING INVITED TO REPRESENT

LATINA ARTISTS. WHO CAN WE REPRESENT

EXCEPT OURSELVES? WHAT DOES THE WORD

L4T/NA MEAN? WHAT IS THE VALIDITY OF A

MAGAZINE DEVOTING AN ISSUE TO THE

SO-CALLED LATINA? WHAT ARE WE DOING

IT FOR? THE DREAM ADA HAD WHILE WORKING ON HER

CONTRIBUTION FOR THIS ISSUE OF HERESIES ILLUSTRATES

SOME OF THE CONFLICTS THAT EACH OF US FELT TO SOME DEGREE. AT THE SAME

TIME, LIKE CARMELITA TROPICANA, WE SING, WE FIGHT, AND WE LAUGH WITHIN

THE ABSURD PARADOXES AND THE

RICHNESS OF OUR MULTILAYERED REALITY.



DREAM*ADA

BURSZTYN & ADA PILAR CRUZ

Dina Bursztyn

Dream Being, 1991

clay.

I am on the subway to the Bronx. A group of Latin women

have asked me to coordinate a Latin American festival. I arrive at a

park and go to some picnic benches where the meeting is taking place. I can feel the brightness of

the sun, and when I look up at the sky, it is perfectly clear and blue. The grass around the picnic

tables is moist and glimmers brightly green; at a distance is a woods of enormous pines. It all seems

very regal. There is a hum of activity. Women arc distributing food and refreshments to those at the

meeting. I notice a thin, slightly built man collecting dues. Everyone is very' happy and excited

because it will be a beautiful festival as well as an important political event. I meet the women I will

be working with and am told that the festival will comprise a parade, music, dancing, food vendino

of Latin American delicacies, and displays of indigenous costumes. 1 learn that the event is to be for

pure Latin Americans. Then 1 realize that the women at the meeting are wearing two kinds of cos-

tumes: indigenous or western. In their indigenous clothing they appear very beautiful but unreal—
like people on a movie set. When I ask one woman about this,

she tells me that the outfit will attract tourists, i nod. The

Western clothing, by contrast, is unflattering, shabby dresses

— something one could imagine a woman wearing so as not

to ruin good clothes. I ask the same woman about this, and

she again tells me, matter-of-factly, that these outlits will bring

in tourists. I wonder who the tourists will be if this is to be a

festival lor pure Latin Americans. The woman goes on talking:

"The rest of society will see that our festival is taking place; we

have to accommodate our image to their expectations." Then

she laughs and says, "But we know who we are." I don't

understand. Her words leave me consumed with self-doubt. I

have learned I will be in charge of public relations. I wonder

which kind. Is the work I will do for the tourists, the "rest of

society," or for the pure Latin Americans? 1 also wonder what

|||||
they mean by pure. Costumes aside, I saw only European-

looking women at the meeting— no Indians or blacks.

I am on the subway; returning from the meeting. I am

with a black woman friend, describing the festival to her. Sheo

is very supportive and asks questions. She wants to know the

date because she would like to attend. I am very worried

about this. All I can say is, "They told me the festival is only

for Latin Americans." She very seriously reveals that her

great-grandmother was Cuban. I nod, more uncomfortable

than before; somehow I know this is not what the group has

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^g| in mind, and it is very disturbing. I feel I should not work on

:: this festival. I wonder if the women think I am a pure Latin

American. Is this the way I view myself? Is this how I want

society to view me? I keep remembering the sureness of the woman's response: "But we know who

we are." Did she mean that in fact we don't know? I don't know much about my ancestors, but I

believe they come from all over. Every once in a while some aunt of mine "lets a cat out of the bag,"

which the other aunts emphatically deny. Do my aunts know?

I now notice that the man who was collecting dues at the meeting has been standing in the

train, listening. I am certain he can read my mind. He makes me nervous. He casually asks me how

many people went to the meeting. Afraid he may diink I cannot do a good job at public relations, I lie.

About eight people had been present, but I come up with a different figure. He nods, as if reas-

sured, and exits at the next stop. As the doors close, I realize he had collected the dues and the

numbers will not add up when he counts the money. Will he think me a thief or know I'm a liar?

HERESIES
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MY FIRST

ENGLISH

LESSONJ DINA

Shortly after I arrived

in this country I

applied for a job at

Korvette's during the

Christmas season.

There was no interview; however, I had to do a simple

math test. I did it well and was then given a large but-

ton to wear that read CASHIER TRAINEE. 1 and many

others would undergo training for two weeks. Then we

would have to pass a test in order to be hired for the

whole season.

All of this 1 learned from a Puerto Rican man whom
I had asked to interpret for me. My English was verv

poor at that time. Fortunately there were many Puerto

Ricans in the group, and they took me under their

wing. They whispered (so that my lack of English

wouldn't be noticed) all about credit cards, sales tax,

price codes, exchanges, making change, counting

money rolls of coins, coffee breaks, and lire exits.

I learned every word by heart and practiced at home.

I had lunch every day with them, and 1 was

touched by their friendliness, warmth, and wit. Soon

they decided they had to interpret another kind of

information: "Beware of die Jews," 1 was warned. I pre-

tended to have a temporary healing problem.

With a faltering voice I passed die test. 1 was given

another large button dial read CASHIER— DINA

BURSZTYN.

1 was assigned to a cash register next to a heavy

white woman. She put her glasses on to read my name.

"Where did you say you were from?"

"1 didn't say; but I am from Argentina."

"Ah, there's a large Jewish community there."

I nodded.

She and the other Jews took me under their wing.

1 hey helped me with my newlv acquired cashiering

skills. But soon they decided 1 needed more: "Beware of

the Puerto Ricans," I was warned. I pretended my Eng-

lish was failing me.

All this time die manager of the greeting cards

department, a handsome Haitian man, said nothing but

smiled brightly at me. We started to have an affair, and

although we tried to be inconspicuous, it became obvi-

ous to everyone. The Puerto Ricans, the Jews, and a cou-

ple ol Black American women 1 had just started to

befriend — all of diem stopped talking to me.

While having lunch all by myself, I decided I had

learned more than 1 had intended. 1 quit the job, but

similar experiences never quit me. Sometimes I laugh,

sometimes I cry, and often 1 tell how I learned English

and something more at Korvette's.

Ada Pilar Cruz

Desasosiego, 1991, clay, earth, stone.

Photo: Becket Logan.
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Carmelita Tropicana • You know, when people ask me where I

was born, all I can say is, well, it depends on what day of the

week it is. If it's Tuesday, it might be Venezuela.

Dina Bursztyn • It doesn't matter for most people.

CT • It depends. When I go to those places— for example,
when I go to Brazil, iAy dios mio! I get so saudade de Brazil.

Everything in Brazil is so sexy! The men, the women, the

dogs — and the language. Even when they say the name of the

bank: Banco do Brasil. Or Venezuela. I mean, when you go to a

restaurant in my country, they ask you, "What do you want to

eat?" Then you go to Venezuela. You go into a restaurant there, and
a waitress asks you, "(Que te provoca?" ("What provokes you?").
What can you say? You don't know what to say! You are

without words, sin palabras. This is spiritual stuff.

I spent one year in Brazil waiting for the New Year.

It was the Blue Moon, and I went to one of the

ceremonies they have on the beach of Ipanema.

They have these beautiful statues and offerings

for Yemanja, the goddess of the sea. It's wonderful!

1 waited on line for one of the spiritual women. You're

waiting and waiting there. She would go into this trance

she would close her eyes, touch you, and give you beads.

When it came my turn, she just held my hand and
touched my face. Then she started to laugh, then just

shut up, and that was it!

DB * What does that mean?

CT * I don't know. It was

wonderful! I think she knew

I'm a comedian. It was like

the Mona Lisa — what does

she mean, what does she mean? '-.
;

„,.

Which is wonderful, because you

can go anywhere with it when you

don't know.

DB * I feel honored that Carmelita Tropican;

has granted me an interview. Could you talk

about your personal history — when and why

you came to this country?

CT • In 19SS when 1 was, as always,

nineteen years old. The Virgin said I would
always be nineteen. I came because I was pai

of a revolution in Cuba. This revolution is not in the history
books yet. My brother Machito and I were the masterminds, and
the guns were hidden in the Tropicana

nightclub. I am a revolutionary artist: "I

sing, I fight" is my motto. But Machito,

who was a waiter/poet at the Tropicana, got caught

and I had to escape in a rowboat. In the middle of the ocean,
near the Bermuda Triangle, the Virgin appeared to me and said,

"Carmelita, you have a mission: Die kumt is your waffen."

DB * Is that German? What does it mean?

CT • That's exactly what I said: "What do you mean, Virgin?

That kunst sounds a little weird to me." And she replied,

-S?" *̂i/£

"Carmelita, die kunst means art in German; waffen, your weapon.
Go forth to the world, to the Lower East Side, to New Jersey, to

Germany, and give them your kunst."

—

—

—*—*trrT\ DB * And then?-—Tp-WVTHi
-yftl 1C.1N** _^-—*CT • I arrived in Miami and had an

epiphany. In fact, I have a lot of epiphanies every day.

DB • You're lucky. The Virgin must be protecting you.

CT • Well, all you have to do is believe, because
the Virgin spoke with aJewish accent.

DB * I'm impressed by the fact that you speak so many

fV languages.

CT • If you live in New York you have to be mucho
multi— multilingual, multisexual — because if

you are not, you don't get die grant. If the grant

guidelines require a Chinese, I might discover

that way back I had a great- great-grandfather

who was a chino cubano.

tf DB * How did you manage to become a per-

formance artist?

CT • One day the filmmaker Ela Troyano
called me to tell me that New York Foundation for

the Arts had a grant for performance art, and I said,

"Performance art — que es eso, chfca?" And she replied,

"Five thousand dollars." Then I thought, performance
art, of course ... I went con esas palabritas americanas que
ellos tienen y les meti "deconstruction, deconstruction,

deconstruction," and I got the grant.

DB • Where do you get the material for your pieces?

CT • From the 1950s and from the spirits. That
comes from my Afro-Cuban heritage. Carmelita is

always touched by the spirits. She has a lot of belief in

her spirits. It can be the Virgin, it can be the animals— that's why I'm dressed like this — a leopard,
a tiger. I am an animal, but all plastic, no real fur.

DB * Why is that?

CT • Don't endanger the animals. If I wear their skins, maybe
they don't like it too much. I just borrow their spirits. This is why
Uzi Parnes and I wrote this story about Hernando Cortes. We
wanted to know exactly what happened in Mexico. Mexico is an
incredible country! What happened between Hernando Cortes,
Moctezuma, and the Aztecs there? Sometimes, to get to the truth— well, there's history

. . . and sometimes Carmelita can write
her-story. But we needed something else — you know, another

witness: horse-story! And so we went to Hernando Cortes's

horse, and we asked the horse what happened.

Come to the show, you'll see.

r*Q
£?<*Na

*INa DB * Do you often work with other people?

CT * Yes, I work with many different

people, among them many Latinas. Also I have put several pieces
together with the collaboration of Ela Troyano and Uzi Parnes, two
Cubists and a Jew.

:'_ .'. 1:. ' -' -
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DB * How do Cubans receive your pieces?

CT • They like them, but they think I am a Puerto Rican

because a Cuban wouldn't do what I do.

DB -k Do you consider yourself a Latina artist?

CT * Yes, but I do other things. I also act, and when I act my
accent somehow changes. People who sec me as Carmelita think

of me as just a Latina artist. However, I also have a foot in this

country, and I would like to play Chakespeare. Why not?

DB * Are you based in the Lower East Side?

CT * I am the beauty queen of Loisaida. I am also a superinten-

dent. Superintendent-performing artist!

DB * Do you get any complaints from the tenants?

CT • They complain about everything, but they love me.The
only problem is now the Chinese restaurant downstairs. They
don't speak any English or Spanish, so Chinese is going to be my
new language. New York is very, very exciting. Always something

... a scene a minute.

*****•*•*••••••••****•******

RACE® ADA] ®ne afternoon whi'e I was giving an art
m

workshop to a group of teenagers, one of

the students got involved in a heated argument with the group.

Maisha, who was angry, said that Alex said he wasn't Black. I

looked at Alex, surprised he would say this. Alex was emphatic.

"I am Hispanic," he said. Then he looked at me and said, "You

know because you're Hispanic." I asked the students if they

thought I was white. They all said no.

I've thought about this a lot. I have never considered myself

white — always Latino, Hispanic, Puerto Rican, Nuyorican, Latin

American— I had always thought it was easier, regarding identity,

if one was Black Blackness, to me, was apparent. For some reason,

Whiteness eluded me. I grew up in a Black community. I went to

schools that were predominantly Black. When the school statis-

tics were compiled, I was in the "10 percent Puerto Rican" or

"10 percent Hispanic" category. There was a "I percent white"

group of which I was not a part. All my friends were Black. I had

one Jewish friend, who was part of that
I percent that I wasn't

part of. Therefore, I never considered myself white; in fact, nei-

ther did my Black friends or my Jewish friend. I was always very

proud of my nonwhite status. Further, I belonged to a communi-

ty that did not seem to have any problems with my Latino-ness.

How, then, should I explain to Alex that although the cate-

gories in the census and his immigration papers state he is

"Hispanic," society will regard him as Black — and that because I

am "Hispanic," society will not regard me as white? Moreover; in

telling Alex this, what am I teaching him about society? And why

is it so important for Alex to deny he is Black and for me to deny

I am white?

I was mildly surprised I ...-. -..- ,.. •-»•• ••

when my first-grade [DIFFERENCES*, DINA
teacher asked me, during class, to leave the room
and spend some time in the school patio. ;

At first it seemed a treat: out and free with no one to

compete for the swings.

But I knew that my unexpected reward had to do with

the fact that I was different. Somehow I could tell that imy

classmates were going to do something related to their

being Catholics.

I am a Jew, and at that time I was not quite sure what it

all meant. But I accepted, without questioning, the intan-

gible frontier that separated me from the rest of the

school.

It was a greater surprise to discover that one of my
classmates was also being dismissed. Her name was
Yamili.

Together we walked to the swings but didn't climb on

them, only stroked their cool, smooth chains.

It seemed sacrilegious to sit on them. The playground

was too quiet. We whispered.

"Do you believe in Jesus Christ?" she asked.

"No, and do you believe in the Virgin Mary?"

"No way."

"Then we are:the same."

We both also knew that we were differentj but neither

of us wanted to know the details.

A couple of years later we: indulged in comparing the

Jewish star with the Moslem crescent moon and star. Wc
agreed that these were much prettier symbols than a

naked man hanging from a cross.

Yamili and I started a close friendship that lasted all

through seventh grade.

She was epileptic and often had attacks during class.

Without warning she would collapse on the floor, put her

eyes in blank, stick out her tongue, and pee in her pants.

Most children became afraid of her. Even the teacher

looked pale.on these occasions.

Not mcf. Her sickness was a natural part of her, like

being a Moslem.

After completing seventh grade I moved to a different

neighborhood, then to a different city, and later to a dif-

ferent country.

I have never seen Yamili again, but I remember her

clearly. I remember the exact pitch of her voice when she

asked, "Do you believe in Jesus Christ?"

And! remember how easy it was to start a friendship.



Dina Bursztyn

Potato Spirit, 1990

ceramic, 24" x 18" x 10".

PHOTO ALBUM (for Judy)® DINA| song

Many photos ago

you and I were eating bread and cheese

on a mountain peak

hiking on the tail of summer
until we found the leaf

where the fall begins.

You me
and the canoe

splashing sounds, water lilies, beaver dams.

August slowly sliding by.

The two of us

on the beach with dinosaurs' footprints

in the field of sheep

on the mountain of blushing trees

with the spirit of night

the conversation of trees

the anchor ofyour hug.

(Many photos are missing.

We underexposed

and overexposed

the light of our love.)

Together we climbed twisting trails

dotted by mushrooms nodding to the rain.

I followed precisely your maps and steps

but sometimes lost you among the ferns

or stayed behind hiding inside a cloud

you could never find.

But again and again

together we
tiptoed on a cliff's edge

climbed backward in time

inside a Mayan chief's grave

watched sunsets from peaks and pyramids.

The bikes and the birds

wild roses by the road

songs of dead leaves

our smiles coated with snow

seasons turning

days and nights

years sliding by.

We grew together and apart

redistributed the weight in the packs

took detours, shortcuts in routines

until we reached the abyss

where there was no bridge,

no rock, no rope.

The last photos I took

are loose.

The Andes from my home town

in the August winter light

by myself

trying to remember
how my very first trip began

calling my ancestors

the mountains of my childhood

they who were

before you

before me.

HERESIESEslno



ora
CONSUELO LUZ

"CARTAS DE CORAZON" FORMS THE SECOND PART OF AN

INNOVATIVE RADIO DRAMA, "CON CORAZON," THAT AIRED

WEEKLY ON FRIDAYS FROM AUGUST 1991 THROUGH JULY

1992. "CON CORAZON," WHICH I WROTE AND HOSTED,

WAS MADE POSSIBLE BY A GRANT FROM THE NATIONAL

ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS AND WAS INCORPORATED

INTO THE NATIONALLY SYNDICATED DAILY SPANISH

RADIO PROGRAM "BUSCANDO LA BELLEZA."

CORAZON IS A MEXICAN IMMIGRANT SINGLE MOTHER WHO

HAS COME TO THIS COUNTRY IN SEARCH OF ANGEL, A MYS-

TERIOUS STRANGER SHE HAD AN ENCOUNTER WITH AND FELL

IN LOVE WITH BACK IN MEXICO. THE ON-THE-AIR CHARACTER

OF CORAZON WAS CREATED AND PLAYED BY THE MEXICAN

ACTRESS ELENA PARRES. INITIALLY THE PROJECT CONSISTED OF

CONSUELO (MYSELF) DOING A WEEKLY INTERVIEW OF CORAZON.

THE AUDIENCE IS NOT INFORMED THAT THE INTERVIEW IS A

DRAMATIZATION, AND IT IS LEFT UP TO THEIR IMAGINATIONS WHAT

TO BELIEVE.

IN THE COURSE OF THE FIRST PART OF THE SERIES CORAZON IS ABLE TO

LOCATE ANGEL THROUGH THE HELP OF A FICTIONAL RADIO LISTENER, AND

SHE DECIDES TO FOLLOW HIM TO THE ISOLATED WYOMING TOWN WHERE HE

WORKS. THE NEXT PART OF THE SERIES CONSISTS OF THE WEEKLY LETTERS THAT

CORAZON WRITES TO CONSUELO AND THAT CONSUELO READS OVER THE AIR.
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Coco

Fusco

The Origins of

Intercultural Performance

in the West

Performance art in the west did not begin with

Dadaist events. Since the early days of the

Conquest, "aboriginal samples" of people from

Africa, Asia, and the Americas were brought to

Europe for aesthetic contemplation, scientific

analysis, and entertainment. Those people were

forced first to take the place that Europeans had

already created for the savages of their own

medieval mythology; later, with the emergence of

scientific rationalism, the human specimens on

display served as proof of the natural superiority of

European civilization, of its ability to exert control

over and extract knowledge from the so-called

primitive world, and ultimately of the genetic infe-

riority of non-European races.

Over the last five hundred years nonwestern

human beings have been exhibited in the taverns,

theatres, gardens, museums, zoos, circuses, and

world fairs of Europe and the freak shows of the

United States. The first impresario of this sort was

Columbus, who brought several Arawaks to the

Spanish court and left one on display for two years.

Among the most famous cases were many women:

Pocahantas was taken to England to promote

Virginia tobacco; Saartje Benjamin, popularly

known as the Hottentot Venus, was thought to

embody bestial sexuality because of her large

buttocks; and the Mexican bearded woman Julia

Pastrana continues to be displayed in embalmed

form to tliis day. While the quincentenary celebra-

tions focus primarily on European voyages to the

Americas, it was actually these human exhibitions

diat enabled most Caucasians to "discover" die "other."

In most cases, the persons who were exhibited

did not choose to be put on display. More benign

versions continue to take place today in festivals

. and amusement parks with the partial consent of

the "primitives." Contemporary tourist industries

and the cultural ministries of various countries still

perpetrate the illusion of authenticity to cater to

the western fascination with otherness. So do

many artists.

In commemoration of five hundred years of

practices that inform contemporary multicultural-

ism in the west, I undertook a series of site-specific

performances with Guillermo Gomez-Peiia over the

course of 1992. We lived in a gilded cage for three

days in Columbus Plaza in Madrid, Covent Garden

in London, the Smithsonian Institution, the Field

Museum in Chicago, and the Australian Museum of

Natural History in Sydney. In each case, we pre-

sented ourselves as aboriginal inhabitants of an

island in the Gulf of Mexico that had been over-

looked by Columbus. We performed authentic and

traditional tasks, such as writing on a laptop com-

puter, watching television, sewing voodoo dolls, and

doing exercises. Interested audience members paid

for authentic dances, stories, and polaroids of us

posing with them.

More than half our visitors thought we were real.

Coco Fusco
La Cabrona Anacaona, 1 992.

Photo: Glenn Halvorsen.
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Guadalupe

Garcfa-Vasquez
Regression 500

1 992 was a year of rediscovery for me as for all

the peoples of the Americas. When I went to

Mexico in the fall to perform Regression 500, I

learned that to declare yourself Mexican in Mexico

is now a political statement. In fact, it's easier to

deal with the imposed "othering" of U.S. culture

than with the condescending attitudes of your

"own" people. The art world in Mexico is so hung

up with being "international" (as in "free trade")

that it brands artists like me who live in the U.S.

and deal with the complexities of Mexican identity

as "Chicanizers." Fortunately, when the gallery fails,

the streets come to the rescue. On October 12,

1992, I did a performance as part of a demonstra-

tion by indigenous groups at the Arbol de la Noche

Triste, where Cortes is said to have wept after his

single defeat by the Aztecs. We corrected official

history by renaming this tree the Arbol de la Victoria.

My work as both visual and performance artist

unfolds on two distinct levels: the gallery/theatrical

space and the street. On the one hand, 1 collabo-

rate with writers, musicians, stage directors, etc.,

on multimedia pieces that collage mythopoetic

scripts widi visual elements (costumes, slide/video

projections, installations). On the other, I enter the

public space of the street to express a direct

response to urgent social and political issues. I seek

to open myself to my immediate environment, to

transform art into life and vice versa, and most

important, to involve four simultaneous planes in

this process: the physical, the mental, the emotion-

al, and the spiritual. Politics and metaphysics, as far

as 1 am concerned, are not mutually exclusive.

In the future I want to use my work to go more

deeply into forgotten or ignored traditions, includ-

ing Mexico's indigenous rituals and languages and

the contributions of African cultures — the tercera

™>z — to the Mexican world. The time is always

now, and I must enter into it.

Guadalupe Garcia-Vasquez as Coatlicue, 1 992.

Photo: Hilda Spaan.
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Maria

Hinojosa
True Statements

WE REALLY THINK YOU ARE GREAT. . AVOW! WE NEVER MET ANYONE LIKE YOU. HOW DID YOU SAY

YOUR NAME IS PRONOUNCED? WHY DO YOU SAY YOUR NAME UKE THAT ANYWAY? I CANT UNDER-

STAND IT. COULD YOU TRY AMERICANIZING IT? AS THEY SAY, IN ROME DO AS THE ROMANS DO ... IN

AMERICA DO AS . . . YOU ARE SUCH A LITTLE CONCHITA, A LITTLE CHIQUITA BANANA, A LITTLE

FIRECRACKER ... ARE ALL MEXICANS LIKE YOU? ... I MEAN, WE REALLY LIKE YOU, BUT CAN YOUTONEITDOWN
FORTHE CAMERAS? YOU LOOK SO TRIBAL WHERE DO YOU BUY YOUR CLOTHES? I WISH I COULD LOOK

LIKE YOU . . . AREN'T YOU SCARED TO GO INTO ALL THOSE NEIGHBORHOODS? ... I LOVE YOUR HAIR.

IS IT NATURAL? . . . COULD YOU BE MORE OBJECTIVE? . . . THAT SOUNDS BIASED. WE NEED TO PROTECT

YOU . . . GOSH, A LATINA WHO IS INTELLIGENT. ARE THERE ANY MORE OUT THERE LIKE YOU?
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W0t

Merian

Soto

Merian Soto in Tii y Yo, 1 989.

Photo: Dona Ann McAdams.

Sensuality and Pleasure

Since the early 1 980s I have been working with

improvisation in what I call energetic work. Based

on a deep experiential knowledge and awareness of

functional anatomy and inner geography and

informed by my love of salsa and my experience as a

go-go dancer, I've developed a series of evolving

structures or improvisational modes to access a per-

sonal movement language and approach that bypasses

Eurocentric forms and expressions and speaks

direcdy of my reality as a Puerto Rican woman living

in New York. The celebration of sensuality and pleasure

is a strong component of this work.

Improvisation demands a total use of the dancer's

sensory, mental, physical, and emotional capacities

— all of which are a result of her history (cultural,

temporal, physical, emotional, spiritual, etc.). It

demands total presence, senses open — listening,

watching, observing; molding, conjuring, directing,

following energetic/electrical/emotional impulses. The

immediacy of the moment that is evoked through

this presence is what interests me in performance.

Through presence we reveal ourselves to our audience.

This generous and sensual act allows us to share with

audiences our humanity and emotionality.

A reexamination of sensuality (that which per-

tains to the senses) as an integral element of all
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dance has become necessary today when so much

culture seems to have become numb to the soft,

open receptivity which I equate with sensuality —
the opening-up of the pelvis, or indeed any part of

the body, to allow energy/emotions/thought/sensa-

tions to flow through.

I have addressed these issues directly in my

dances since 1989. Tuy Yo is a simple choreographic

structure that is in essence a strip act. The dancer

presents herself to the audience, revealing herself

dirough the successive removal of layers of clothing,

all the while directly confronting the audience and

dancing in response to her perception of the audience's

reactions and her own feelings.

In Broken Hearts I created a mode where we gen-

tly follow and sense the movement initiated in the

pelvis and its repercussions through the body.

There is an emphasis on placing the pelvis deliber-

ately on the floor and then allowing the rest of the

body to settle softly onto it. The women's section

works with diis settling as solo material and incor-

porates elements recognizable in go-go dancing:

crawling while looking over the shoulders, sitting

positions in which the legs and hips and open, eye

contact with the audience, swaying the hips. In one

section we use magnifying glasses to "reveal" parts

of our semi-naked bodies to the audience.

In the duet for James Adlesic and Evelyn Velez

the placing of the pelvis on the floor evolves to

placing the pelvis on the other's pelvis, increasing

in pace as the dancers move from lying to standing.

The effect of two bodies scrambling to settle their

pelvises on each other's is a highly erotic duet in

which traditional sexual roles are obliterated.

Sacude is a work in salsa and shake modes. While

dancing a rumba, the dancer allows the impetus of

shaking to move from the pelvis and torso through

the rest of the body. The shaking is explosive, con-

stantly renewing itself. The dancer rides die speed and

momentum like a surfer riding a wave. The moment

she reaches a place of exhaustion, the shaking estab-

lishes itself again, rising from unexpected places. It

is exhilarating for the dancer (and the audience): a

celebration of the pleasure and power of our bodies.

1 find it interesting that only once has a critic

addressed die sensuality of these works. What is it about

sensuality and pleasure diat critics fear or are blind to?
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Coatlicue

Las Colorado

For over ten years we have been performing togeth-

er as actresses, writers, and storytellers in and

around New York City. We are founding members

of Coatlicue/Las Colorado Theatre Company
(Coatlicue is the Aztec goddess of the earth — the

creation goddess) and also founding members of

Off the Beaten Path, Inc., a traditional/contempo-

rary Native American theatre ensemble.

We draw from our ancient culture and tradi-

tions, weaving stories of the goddesses as well as

personal and family stories. The Nahautl language is

incoiporated into our work, affirming our survival

as urban Indian women.

Our recent plays include 1992: Blood Speaks, a

look at Columbus through Native eyes, and Huipih

Power of Our Dreams, in which we combined ancient

myths woven on our huipil with present-day stories

of social and political injustice, genocide, and

racism. In 1990 we created Coyolxauqui: Women

Without Borders, about a goddess who was beheaded

by her brother, cut up in pieces, and buried in the

earth. Her story is one of silence, sexuality, and

spirituality, and we wove it into stories of the bor-

ders imposed upon us by society as well as by our-

selves. In our version of La Llorona she seems to

float along country roads, rivers, and streams, cry-

ing for the loss of a child, the loss of Indian nations.

Her wail/cry/song represents the voices of all

women, our pain and joy as we empower ourselves.

TOP:

Coatlicue/Las Colorado
Walks of Indian Women: Aztlan to Anahuac, 1 989.

Photo: Jean Claude Vasseux.

BOTTOM:

Coatlicue/Las Colorado
Huipil: Power of Our Dreams, ! 992.

Photo: Jean Claude Vasseux.
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Celeste

Olaiquiaga

Megalopolis: Contemporary

Urban Sensibilities

an excerpt*

An interesting illustration of the way postcolonial

parody works can be found in an episode of what must

be the most well-known South American popular festiv-

ity— Brazilian carnival. An old tradition involving both

the local community, which prepares year round for the

three-day extravaganza, and the international market-

ing of tourist goods, the carnival features as its main spec-

tacle die parade of samba schools. Each school parades

an enredo (theme) with a magnificent display of outfits and

dances calledfantasias (fantasies). Made up of thousands of

dancers and singers and several carros akgoricos (allegori-

cal carriages) through which the theme is recreated,

each school dances its enredo for forty-five minutes along

the Sambodromo, a long stadium that serves as an arti-

ficial avenue.

One of the most brilliant of such thematic alle-

gories focused on the mechanics and consequences of

global urban reality. A retrofuturistic Indian metropo-

lis, Tupinicopolis, die second finalist in 1987 s com-

petition for best samba, described the Tupi Indians,

happy inhabitants of an unbridled cosmopolis where,

Barto Simpson

amid neon and trash, they rode supersonic Japanese

motorcycles and played rock music, wearing the Tupi

look: brightly colored sneakers, phosphorescent

feathers, and blenders as the headgear. Its carros

akgoricos showed a high-tech urban scenario com-

plete with highways, skyscrapers, and neon signs.

The humorous Tupinicopolitan aesthetic recycled

Hollywood's postcolonial pop image, producing a sort

of Carmen Miranda in 1987 Tokyo. It carnivalized

both the perception of Latin America as "primitive" and

the glamour and distance of high technology by

putting them together: executive Tupi Indians skat-

ing around glittery cityscapes and consuming city life

to the utmost. In so doing, this enredo brought for-

ward two constitutive issues for Latin American and

Latino culture. These issues help explain how the

habit of simultaneously processing different cultures

in Latin America anticipated postmodern pastiche and

recycling to the point where it could be affirmed that

Latin American culture, like most postcolonial or mar-

ginalized cultures, was in some ways postmodern

before the First World, a pre-postmodemity, so to speak.

The first issue is the ability to simultaneously han-

dle multiple codes. Accustomed to dealing with die

arbitrary imposition of foreign products and practices,

this culture has learned the tactics of selection and

transformation to suit the foreign to its own idiosyn-

crasies, thus developing popular integration mechanisms

diat are deliberately eclectic and flexible. Rather dian

reflecting a structural weakness, this infinite capacity

for adaptation allows Latin American culture to select

what is useful and discard what it deems unimportant.

The second issue has to do with Tupinicopolis's

depiction of die self-referentiality of urban discourse.

The growing visual and iconic qualities of contempo-

rary perception have turned to the city as the foremost

scenario, an endless source of ever-changing images.

Intensified by the mirror reflections of corporate archi-

tecture, cities become a place to be seen radier than

to be lived in. This spectacular self-consciousness (die

consciousness of being a spectacle) is familiar to cul-

tures that have been regarded "from above" by coloniza-

tion. What can be more self-conscious dian the allegori-

cal parade of an imaginary city on an artificial avenue?

* Ceieste Olaiquiaga, Megalopolis: Contemporary Urban Sensibilities

(Minn.: Univ. of Minnesota Press, 1992); Megalopolis: Sensibilidades

Cukurales Contemporaneas (Caracas: Monte Avila Editores, 1993).
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Maria Elena

Gonzalez

Maria Elena Gonzalez

untitled, 1992

wood, metal, rawhide, lead

8" x 32" x 30".

MUCH OF MY WORK IS CONCERNED WITH VIEWER PARTICIPA- TOUCH, A PHYSICAL LANGUAGE UNIQUE TO SCULPTURE, HAS

TION AND INTERACTION. I ACHIEVE THIS THROUGH THE USE OE THE ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE AND TRIGGER INFORMATION.

DRUMS/RAWHIDE AND SENSUOUS SURFACES. ENCOURAGING A MY WORK IS INFORMED BY A COMBINATION OF ORGANIC, SEED,

HANDS-ON INTERACTION CHANGES THE STANDARD WAY OF PLANT, BONE, AND SHELL SHAPES THAT ARE OFTEN JUXTAPOSED

VIEWING ART, ELIMINATING THE DISTANCE. THE IMMEDIACY OF WITH GEOMETRIC AND MECHANICAL ELEMENTS.

m
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M
Maria Elena Gonzalez

Legs, 1992

rawhide and lead

32" x 24" x 1

2".
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Elia

Arce
Mom

Elia Arce

Photo: Javier Gomez-Serrano.

Mom said last night that one should have children

in order to have something to live for. And all of a

sudden 1 felt like I was pregnant. I fell asleep and

dreamed that I wanted to have a baby A tiny little

girl. I wanted to be able to do with her all the

tilings I would have wanted my mother to do with

me. I wanted to hold her in my arms and tell her

how much I loved her, over and over till she fell

asleep. I wanted to teach her things like — oh, I

don't know, maybe 1 just wanted to hang out with

her for a while. I would tell her that she could be

anything she wanted in her life, that she could go

places and see things. I would also tell her that she

was beautiful and that she could touch her crotch

whenever she wanted. And that other people could

touch it too, ONLY WHEN SHE WANTED IT AND IF

SHE WANTED IT. And that it didn't matter if it was

a girl or a boy, that those are just labels big people

use in order to control their psychoses. And I

would go with her to the supermarket to buy all

different kinds of condoms so she could try them

all and choose the ones she liked best. And I would

give her dental dams for Christmas presents. Aid 1

would cry a lot with her and laugh. And I would

tell her to get angry and scream whenever she felt

she needed to. And 1 would tell her, STAND UP FOR

YOURSELF, STAND UP FOR YOURSELF. Don't let any-

body humiliate you; nobody is better than you;

never think that somebody is better than you

because of the color of your skin. Stand straight,

with pride, with confidence, like you own the

world. Fulfill all your dreams; don't let anybody or

anything stop you. DON'T LET ANYBODY OR ANY-

THING STOP YOU . . . NOT EVEN ME! And then she

would turn toward me and slap me. And I would

say, GO AHEAD, SLAP ME. Don't let me embarrass

you. HIT ME, I said, HIT ME! Don't let me get in

your way. KICK ME! Do all the things I always want-

ed to do but couldn't. I IIT ME! GO AHEAD, I'M WITH

YOU! PLEASE SLAP ME! PLEASE KICK ME! PLEASE BE

WHO I WANTED TO BE BUT COULDN'T! PLEASE BE

ALL THE THINGS I ALWAYS WANTED TO BE BUT

COULDN'T! PLEASE! HIT ME! KICK ME! SLAP ME! HIT

ME! KICK ME! SLAP ME! HIT ME! KICK ME! SLAP ME!

Ah!
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Nine Voices

Hearing from the Next Generation

edited by Marina Gutierrez

Page art 36-37 by Kukuli Velarde

I was born and raised in New York City and
became an artist through no fault of the elemen-

tary or junior high schools I attended. As a ninth

grader asking for an application to the High
School of Music and Art I was told by a counselor,

"They wouldn't be interested in students like

you." Only through the forceful encouragement of

an African American girlfriend did I go on to

Music and Art. I have in turn tried to provide a

similar service to 150 students a year as director

of the Cooper Union Saturday Program. Since

1979 I've struggled, despite underfunding and

institutional adversities, to provide opportunities

for NYC public high school students — a popula-

tion estimated to be 87 percent minority: African,

Latin, and Asian American. My students have

been, to varying degrees, underserved by the

decaying discriminatory school system. While we
successfully prepare approximately 80 percent of



our graduates for college, an outstanding per-

centage in the public school context, the effect

of racism in art education is devastating, espe-

cially for minority females. The impact is most

acute on young African American women, with

voung Latinas experiencing similar levels of

devaluation. The exclusivity of the art world is

systemic. Thus, for this issue of Heresies I've invit-

ed seven current and former students to share in a

conversation. These young women are survivors

of the New York City public schools and potential-

ly part of the next generation of "Latina" artists:

Vanessa Fernandez 1 8, born and raised in New
York (high school student);

Michelle Hernandez 2 1 , born and raised in

Trinidad, West Indies, now living in New York

(high school graduate, applying to colleges);

Hanoi Medrano 16, born in Dominican Republic,

living in New York six years (high school student);

Lisa Navarro 18, born in Colombia, raised in

Queens, New York (high school graduate, applying

to colleges);

Alejandria Perez 1 9, born in Dominican Republic,

living in New York six years (high school student);

Susana Ruiz 19, born in Spain, living in New
York ten years (Cooper Union student);

Haymee Salas 19, born in Dominican Republic,

living in New York thirteen years (Cooper Union

student).

MG: What is your first memory of making art?

AP: I remember in fifth or sixth grade my mom
bought me a watercolor set. We had records, and I

used to draw the covers and glue the drawings on

the wall. I had the whole room full of ugly draw-

ings, though some of them were really nice. Those

were my first drawings. I didn't know it was art; it

was just fun. I never went to a school for art until 1

came here.

JH: I started working with watercolor, but it wasn't

serious at all. The teacher didn't really care. She

wasn't a teacher— she was just there.

HM: I remember I was four or five — a kid! 1

used to have colored glue and a white sheet of

paper; you do something on one side, fold it, and

open it up again. Some weird mixed-up shape

conies out like a butterfly. Like wow!

HS: I was always drawing. In junior high it was just

do whatever. When I got to high school I found

something I could hold onto. It wasn't just know-

ing how to draw; I brought the same ideas with me
constantly, and that's what I'm doing now in col-

fell

lege. There are themes I got from high school that

I'm still working on.

LN: My mom told me that when I was five or six, I

used to like to draw figures. Then when I got to be

eight, I would write stories and make up pictures

for the stories.

SR: I have a very bad memory, but I remember

when I lived in Spain there was some sort of con-

test. I remember doing a colored-pencil drawing of

the princess and the tiger. I submitted it to a con-

test, and then my family moved here. About three

months later I got a letter from my friend saying

I'd won. It was a shock. There was a neat prize,

but I couldn't get it.

VH: I remember doing an Easter basket in the sec-

ond grade. Me and a guy, we w : ere the best,

because everybody else used to go outside the

lines. The teacher kept the best ones up on the

board, and I just remember being up there.

MG: How did you choose to become an artist?

What helped you make the choice?

HS: I still don't know! It was never a question for

me. I never said to myself, well, what am I going to

do? Somehow I always knew, and I never deviated

from that. That's it.

HM: I used to be a ballerina, but I was always

drawing. Then I came here in 1988. Here you have

special art schools. Things are different in Domini-

can Republic. I got here and my mom said, You

can do this. School teaches you this. You can be an

artist. And I did it.

€ € Art is an everyday thing, like math. $ $

AP: When I was small I didn't know you could

make a career out of painting. I knew about acting

because of my mom. She used to sing when she

was young. I wanted to be an actress or a dancer,

and I was really good when I was small. I knew I

liked to draw, but I didn't know you could make a

career out of it until I came here and started reading

about artists and museums. I never went to a muse-

um of the arts till I got here, and it was really great.

I didn't make the choice actually. I had the feeling

that I was good at painting and if you would leave me

in a room to paint by myself for a month, it would

be great. II I don't make it as an artist in galleries

and stuff like that, I want to be an art teacher.

MH: I've always known I wanted to be an artist but

not just stick to drawing and painting, to extend

HERESIES



the work a little more, because art is an everyday

thing, like math. You use it every day. There's a lot

to it.

LN: I decided to become an artist because at first

it was a diversion for me as a child, and I knew it

was a way of expressing my feelings and ideas.

VH: I don't think the question addresses me. I

haven't chosento be an artist yet. Actually I'm not

an artist, but i do admire art so much! I look up to

it! It's really hard for me, but I have respect for it,

I love it.

((You don't believe in racism until it hits you.}}

MG: What are your memories of school, and

how would you compare the U.S. educational

system with other systems?

AP: Over there you're so innocent!

I-IM: Like when you're in your country, you know-

about nothing

—

AP: No racism.

HM: No, there's no racism, none of this stuff like

today's diseases. You don't hear that in school over

there

—

AP: It's covered up.

HM: It's totally different over here. When you go to

school you dress however you want. Over there it's

disciplined: you have a uniform, regulation black

shoes, white socks, combed hair, clean nails. Over

here you don't want to do homework? — that's

fine, you just fail. Over there you have to stand up

every day. You're a number, not a name. Here you can

argue with the teacher. Some people even curse at

them, and they pass you anyway. Over there they

have the right to beat you up in front of the class.

MG: Which is better?

HM: Over there! Way better.

AP: I don't think so.

HM: Over here you get freedom. That's why there

are criminals.

MG: So it was better for you over there?

HM: It wasn't better for me, but it's better for

some people!

MG: But you didn't become an artist over there.

HM: True. I didn't know about it, that's why. I oet

more freedom here.

AP: In Dominican Republic it's so strict, all these

rules, and they really make you afraid to speak

your mind. You can't cross the line because you'll

get in so much trouble. Here they let you be free

— that's why I love it here! I got beat up by a

teacher in Dominican Republic. They threw me
out, and my father went there, and they fired the

teacher. It was a big scene. I don't think it's better

there. You know nothing. It's a big cover-up. Here

they're so open-minded. It's sad when you come

from D.R.; you have to learn about racism, about

being careful because

—

LN: Because of reality!

AP: Yeah, like getting raped. You're a little kid, you

come here, and you learn about all these sad things

that are happening. Drugs, don't do this, don't do

that. You just freak out. When I came I was scared.

People tell you things, and you don't think they're

true until they happen to you. You don't believe in

racism until it hits you. I'm happy because it never

hit mc. I will never talk back to a teacher, and I

don't believe this country's like this because they

give you too much freedom — that's bull crap!

Give freedom, and you're going to go outside and

kill somebody or rob a bank?? That's bull crap! It's

all from your background, the way you were raised.

LN: My memories from going to school in Colom-

bia are vague, but I do remember it being very

strict, a lot of taboos. You can't be an individual,

you can't be yourself.

HM: You have to be someone for someone else.

LN: Especially being a woman.

€ (As intellectual education

the system here is at the bottom. ? }

MG: Especially being a woman?

HM: Especially being a woman!

LN: Yeah, in Latin America.

HM: Over diere it's a macho thing, a macho country.

SR: It's very strict in Spain, especially Catholic

school. Here many more thinps have to be inte-
j o

grated into the educational system, especially in

New York City.

MG: Which system was better for you?

SR: I remember coming here and learning in fifth

grade what I had learned in third grade there, and

being very upset because it was a waste of time.

But I had to go through it because of language. As

intellectual education the system here is at the bot-

tom; American grammar and high school students
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rated number one as to how they feel about them-

selves but lowest in actual level of education,

according to a poll in The New York Times.

HS: 1 don't really remember Dominican Republic.

1 was four. What I do know is that education is

connected to the parents, because the family in

D.R. is the center of everything, and 1 guess it's

connected to religion, Catholicism, that's why it's

so strict.

MG: How many of you went to a Catholic school

— everybody? What about you, Michele? You

went to school in Trinidad.

MH: Yes. It's strict like Dominican Republic, and

the education is much better than over here. Here

they slow you down, they put you back. When I

came here I had finished high school, and they

wanted me to go back! To do all that work over

again was upsetting. It was really stupid. I had to

drop out and continue with something else.

MG: And you spoke English, so that wasn't the issue!

HM: I'm sixteen and a senior — two years ahead

— so I'm doing good. But when I came here I had

finished seventh grade, and they wanted to put me

in seventh grade again, just because I didn't know

the language.

/ remember coming here and learning in fifth

grade what I had learned in third grade there. $ }

AP: It happened the same way to me. I was in the

sixth grade, so I went to the seventh grade here,

but then they failed me because 1 didn't know the

language. That's why they have the ESL [English as

a Second Language] program here in New York

City. You're not supposed to fail a grade.

ITS: Being put into a bilingual program in second

grade was good for me. You learn the language

quickly, but my parents made sure I remained in

bilingual until the fifth grade. I'm glad they did

that, because now I know both languages. In the

fifth grade I entered the Spanish spelling bee,

which was really good for me.

AP: I had the opposite of that. They put me in an

ESI, program and it sucked so bad, it was incredi-

ble! I didn't learn anything, yet I went on to high

school. Freshman year I'm in ESL again, and I'm

still not learning. I say, Come on, what's going on?

— I'm hanging out with my friends in ESL class

and talking in Spanish! I'm not in D.R. anymore; I

already know Spanish, I know how to write (not too

well), and I know how to read. So I said to my mom,

Write the school, I want to be in the regular program.

I'm stuck not learning, having fun with my Domini-

can friends.

HM: That's another thing. They put you in ESL

and leave you there.

LN: When I first came here I was six years old,

and they stuck me right into an all-English class. I

was so confused. I got in trouble so many times

because I just didn't understand what was going

on. Then they decided to switch me into bilingual,

and I was there until fourth grade.

HM: Sometimes you get outcast. The other kids

have been there two to three years, and they're

learning English, but you know nothing. Some-

times they laugh and curse at you.

AP: It happened my first class here. The teacher

was just talking and talking and I was just out of

the boat. She was going blah, blah, blah, and I was

thinking, Holy shit, what the hell is she saying? She

was always in the way, too. I couldn't' see the board

and kept asking my friend, How do you say

perdoneme? It took me a week to learn excuse me.

HM: You used to say ekuse me.

AP: Ekuse me, man. I was amazed by learning a new

language. It was really embarrassing, so I made a

lot of jokes. I was like the class clown, so nobody

made fun of me. Actually, I made fun of people.

MH: It was different for me. I have a Spanish

name, and they put me in a Spanish class, but I

don't speak Spanish. The teacher started talking to

me, and I was looking at her like she was crazy.

MG: So how did you feel in the end about the

transition from one school system to another?

LN: I wanted to leave— I didn't like it.

AP: I loved it!

HM: I was so excited because, Oh my god, I was

going to New York, and in Dominican Republic,

everybody dreams, Ay Io[s] poises. That's what they

call it. Everybody's like, Oh my god, americano!

AP: Nojoda.

HS: I got here much younger, so they put me in

kindergarten, but I cried every day going to school. I

didn't understand a word, of course. I hated it for

a long time, even till the fifth grade. God, I wanted

to get out of this country, to go back. And that was

my parents' attitude too. The point was to come

here, get economically improved, and then leave.

SR: Nobody improves.

HS: No, of course not.

HERESIESES
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LN: I was bad, just a very angrv child, nothing to

do with being foreign and feeling inferior. Certain

things as a kid growing up in Latin America con-

tributed to my being such a violent child.

AP: It was wonderlul for me. I came here around

Christmas, and it started to snow. I'd never seen

snow and was in the window all night long: papi,

sdcame afucra, I want to play with the snow. It was

great, but the only disappointing thing was I saw-

big piles of black plastic bags in the street. I didn't

know what it was. iPapi, que to' eso? What the hell

is that on every corner? "That's garbage, darling."

Ahhh, garbage. I thought New York was really love-

ly and beautiful, because the people go back to

Dominican Republic with fake jewelry, ten-karat

gold shit, and they show off. They put things in

your head that New York is wonderful, everything's

handed to you, the country of opportunities.

MG: So you got opportunities?

AP: Hell, no! I was really disappointed. I was

expecting a beautiful clean place, and I get all this

garbage in the street the first night I get here. The

first week of junior high — the hormone age —
you try makeup, you go to the bathroom and start

smoking. It's incredible, i was amazed at the way

these girls were talking in Spanish. Oh my god! I

started trying things to know what's happening. I

did really bad in junior high.

MG: You mentioned racism. How did you learn

about that?

AP: Being in a class with Black kids and living in

the neighborhood, the first year I was attacked by

four or five Black teenagers. I was alone and didn't

know the language that well. It was really scary,

and since then I'm wearing silver.

HM: They still jump you?

AP: Not anymore. When you come from another

place you're scared, and it shows in your face, the way

you walk, and everything. It won't happen to me

anymore. I guess I'm more tough and more careful.

HM: It never really affected me as being racism.

I've been living in neighborhoods with Jewish and

Russians — whites. We moved a lot, but my mom
won't move if she knows there's certain types of

people or things going on. She first look and ask

people, Who lives here, what do they do, is it quiet?

HM: Really good. In my building they don't mind.

If you live there, it's vours.

LN: Me and my mom moved here when I was six.

We were trying to find a place to live, and it was

obvious that people didn't want to rent us an

apartment because we were foreign. That's how it

started. Then when I was in first grade, I was

attacked and robbed ol mv jewelry. Later on I went

to a predominantly Hispanic and Black junior high

for a year, and I got into trouble a lot because I

didn't really mix in with the Hispanic kids. I didn't

dress like them or talk like them or act like them, I

guess because I grew up in a neighborhood where I

was with a lot of Greek, Polish, and Irish kids. I

didn't know it I wanted to be like them. I had a

terrible year. Then from seventh grade I went to

junior high for gifted kids. I felt really good

because I was surrounded not only by Hispanics

but oriental and different cultures.

€€\ was expecting a beautiful clean place, and I get

all this garbage in the street the first night I get here. $ $

MG: Michele, coming from Trinidad, how were

you treated here?

MH: Well, here the Black Americans think that

West Indians are too full of themselves, and so they

put you down. I remember the teacher asking what

we wanted to do after school, and I said art and

architecture. One of the guys said, "Oh, you think

you're white!" — a very stupid statement.

MG: Anybody know any female Latin artists?

LN: You.

HM: Carolina Herrera. She's a fash ,desigrn

AP: I know a jewelry designer.

VE: Oh yeah, Paloma Picasso.

MG: What about you two in college, taking art

history courses?

SR: I can't think of any.

HS: You mean contemporary?

MG: What about male Latin artists?

SR: Oh, of course.

HS: Juan Sanchez.

MG: But you met him here, in The Saturday

Program.

AP: Renee — The Graffiti Dude. We went to his

studio. He's from Venezuela and so proud of it,

and bilingual, Hispanic, just like us! I really look

up to him.

LN: There are lots of Latin Americans at the Art

Students League — immigrants from Mexico,

Colombia, and Puerto Rico. Some of them have

gallery shows.

MG: You all share some kind of Latin cultural

M&fl
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base. Does that come across in your work?

LN: It's a recent thing lor me. I look back and

regret not relating to the kids I grew up with.

There are so many beautiful things about mv cul-

ture that I don't know and want to find out.

MG: How do you think that will express itself in

your art work?

LN: I've been reminiscing about my childhood and

trying to express in my paintings what I remember

about Colombia. Actually, one of the first inspira-

tions was Haymee's artwork in the LaGuardia High

School gallery.

AP: Was it a class project?

HS: No, it was just relevant to me. It was senior

year. You know how you get so many assignments

in school? I guess I reacted to work that was irrele-

vant to what I wanted to do. So I painted plantains

— pldtanos— on a rice bag. I started saving Goya

bean bags and rice bags, playing. I don't know how

I came to the idea. I just did it. But afterwards I'm

not sure how seriously I took it. It's kind of a

Dominican joke.

MG: Where has that taken you?

HS: I'm still painting platanos. I'm preparing

another painting now, but I don't know how my
teachers are going to react. Freshman year I just

showed assignments. I only did one piece that

related to me and the teacher responded positively.

It encouraged me. But in general, the school expe-

rience I'm having is that most teachers address a

piece in terms of art history — like, this is a

cliche, so don't do it, or, this is sentimental, so

don't do it. So if I present a painting of platanos, I

don't know how seriously they're going to take it,

because it's very personal. They don't even ask you

about the meaning. They just categorize.

MG: Do you think that's particular to who or

what you are, or is that just a general approach

to teaching?

HS: It's general.

SR: Cooper Union is about abstracting your work

as much as possible.

HS: Yeah, and making voursell as misunderstood as

possible, too.

MG: Obscurity is close to godliness?

HS: That's the wav it seems.

MG: Do you have references in your work that

are particular to your being Latina?

AP: No.

MG: Or being a woman?

AP: Yes, definitely. I'm a feminist, and that's what I

write about in my work. I feel very strong about

being a female artist. As females, we still have to

break more chains. There's a lot of doors still

closed for us, while the doors are always going to

be open for guys. We still have to knock and

knock, and sometimes the door won't even open.

LN: Especially being a minority woman.

AP: That's right! That's a fact I make a point of in my
artwork. It comes out in my writing. Sometimes I

get so depressed. In my sketchbook I have a female

figure in ink captioned, "Let's put an end to art."

HM: We had an assignment: How do we feel about

men? How feminist can we be? I did a collage

which says, "Introducing a whole new area of dis-

agreement for husbands," and at the bottom is a

face that's half man and half dog.

AP: I tried to include my Dominican background and

couldn't. I'd have to do research to really know where

I came from and how rich my culture is. Later on

I'm going to do that, because I'm interested.

LN: I made an attempt in a collage, a self-portrait.

It being my first collage, some people thought it

wasn't good, but I'll keep trying.

MH: I made the same attempt, but Marina didn't

like it. It was about expressing time, Africans reach-

ing a certain point. I have some difficulty placing

myself because I am of different cultures. 1 still

have problems relating myself to Spanish, Black,

Greek, Indian. That's my background. I still have

to go back and look into my history and ancestry.

€ € The point was to come here, get economically

improved, and then leave, but nobody improves.

MG: Presuming most people in this room are

younger than most people who will be contribut-

ing to or reading Heresies, do you perceive gen-

erational differences?

HS: Definitely. Just the fact that my mother wasn't

raised in New York. She comes from a certain

social situation, and that role is imposed on me. I'm

in New York in 1992, and she's so old-fashioned.

MH: You have to be home al a certain hour

—

HM: Not only a certain hour— like six o'clock!

MG: It's still six o'clock?

YH: 'Cause we're girls.

HM: It's so obvious in mv family, the preference.

VII: lbey let the guvs stay out all night.
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HM: The same story all the time.

MG: And as parents, would you be different?

HM: Of course.

AP: My mom is an open-minded woman. She's

very strong, and I look up to her.

HM: Loud.

AP: Loud, too. I don't have any complaints about my
parents. They're fabulous parents. But they're not

encouraging my artwork. That's the only thing I

would change. None of us would want our kids to go

through what we are going through with otir par-

ents. It's really sad. We're going to try to be a better

generation. But the minute you become a parent,

everything changes. Now, without the experience,

we're saying all this blah-blah-blah. We don't know!

MG: What are your main concerns, the major

issues confronting you?

HS: 1 would like to say to everyone to understand

the importance of origin. I think about culture. 1

don't know anything at all about mine.

LN: Me too.

HS: Also, I stil

back and living there.

can't let go of the idea of going

AP: Can I ask you a question? Do you speak Span-

ish in your house?

HS: Yeah.

AP: Are your parents very strong Dominicans?

They listen to merengue and everything?

HS: Yeah.

AP: How can you be a strong Dominican when
you're away from your culture? 1 feel Americanized

being here only six years, and 1 can picture how it

is for you being here since you were four. But we
still have these families, and they are so Domini-

can! My dad has a map of Dominican Republic

framed in the living room, and my mom has a pic-

ture of Balaguer, the president, in her room. She

loves him. She dresses in red on election day But

I'm Americanized. I don't look like a Dominican,

don't dress like a Dominican, and my parents

complain, but I don't see that I'm moving away

from my culture.

HS: You see, if I go back today, I won't fit in. I

been here too long. I can't change that.

AP: It happens to all of us. I won't go back to

Dominican Republic; I know what's good for me.

But I'm proud of being born there — and it's a

good place to visit if you have dollars.

HS: That's what bothers me the most. I feel I

should be able to stay there if I want.

AP: II you get a good job and make money, you'll

end up buying a house there. Fvervbody does that.

HM: You can get used to it, same way you got used to

here coming from over there. And once you start

hanging out with, you know; guys with no socks

—

HS: I don't know. I came really young, with less

baggage.

MG: Would she be accepted if she went back?

Earlier we were talking about people who return

home flashing cheap jewelry.

€€Here you can go out with fifteen bucks; there

you need three hundred to five hundred.

HM: She would be accepted. You go back there,

everybody's Americanized, everybody knows Fnglish.

AP: You'll love it.

HS: I went back two years ago.

MG: Did you feel comfortable?

HS: No. I didn't want to leave, to come back here,

but I didn't want to stay either.

MG: Does anyone else want to "go home"?

AP: I want to stay.

LN: I think I could live in Colombia for a couple of

years, but I don't think I'd raise my children there.

MH: I'd love to go back.

MG: What's keeping you here?

MH: I don't want to stick with my parents. I want

to do something for myself, to be far away.

HM: Here you can go out with fifteen bucks; there

you need three hundred to five hundred. Man,

when you find a McDonald's in Dominican Repub-

lic that has an under-990 menu, I'll go back there.

Let me tell you, this is too good. No way I'm going

to leave New York.

HS: The good thing is that over here you have a

dollar; there it's thirteen pesos. You know how-

much it cost for a box of kotex, ten pads? Forty-

eight pesos.

AP: Damn! You don't wish to be a woman every

month. People are really poor. It's really hard to

make it in Dominican Republic. You need connections.

HS: Or you got to know someone in the LI.S.

SR: Solo con tu mirada me dices todo lo que quisiera saber.

Technical assistance: Tai Lam Wong
Photography: John Paredes
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If I do not criticize

If I do not burn a flag

If I do not have an abortion

I can consider myself

a free individual.

If I do reply

with a nice smile

H When I am called "Sweetie"

by a stranger

If I deny where I come from

which language I do speak

If I do not look at

the beggar in the train

at the blacks segregated at

the restaurant

at my people . . . assimilated

alienated

If I play the game

woman and "latina"

here in New York
nice and quiet

harmless and obedient

subordinated and ignorant

I can consider myself

a free individual.

KUKULI VELARDE



latinos,

ispanics...

SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE POLITICS OF IDENTITY IN THE U.S. MARTHA E. GIMENEZ



I have always written for academic journals, and

it is for me a pleasure to be able to express my ideas

freely, without worrying about footnotes and ritualistic

"reviews of the literature." While these views have

been published elsewhere (see bibliography), they

remain hidden from most of those who might find

them personally and politically relevant. This is why I

welcome the chance to contribute to this special issue

of Heresies, for they will now reach many whose lives

have been directly affected by the "Latino" and

"Hispanic" labels, as well as many others whose poli-

tics have made them aware of the pitfalls inherent in

identity politics at this time.

I became interested in these issues

when I found out, some years ago,

that I was included among the

"minority faculty" in the university

where I work. As I am a foreigner (I

was born and grew up in Argentina

and came to this country as an adult),

I thought, naively, that the affirmative action office

might have made a mistake. They informed me, orally

as well as in writing, that I was a "Hispanic" and, there-

fore, they had the right to count me as a "minority."

This was indeed a surreal and upsetting experience,

first because of the racism entailed in the denial of my

identity and the imposition of a spurious "Hispanicity"

loaded with negative connotations, and also because of

the administrative uses to which I was subject by

becoming part of the statistics used to show compli-

ance with the law. It was also absurd and even funny in

a weird sort of way because, for anyone like myself,

aware of the heterogeneity of the populations thrown

together under the label, the idea is nonsensical, to say

the least.

But this is no laughing matter, for labels have

consequences and these became increasingly clear to
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me as I began to search for critiques of the "Hispanic"

label. I thought I would find plenty, for I mistakenly

considered that the problems inherent in the label

were obvious, but I was wrong: I found only a hand-

ful of articles which, critical of the "Hispanic" label,

suggested that "Latino" was more historically and

politically adequate. Upon reflection, I concluded that

neither label was acceptable, for reasons I will outline

as follows.

These labels are intended to identify a "minority

group" — i.e., a group which the "majority" considers

inferior, which has been historically oppressed for gen-

erations, and which, objectively, is socially rejected,

economically excluded, and lacks political power. The

invention of the "Hispanic" label erases the difference

between the historically oppressed populations of

Mexican and Puerto Rican origin and newly arrived

immigrants from Central and South America.

Moreover, it does not differentiate between those

populations and people from Spain. Altogether this

blurring of distinctions has many negative implications

for members of local minorities, for arriving immi-

grants, and for the average American, whose relative

ignorance about the world beyond U.S. boundaries is

strengthened by labels that stereotype practically the

entire world. The bombardment of the population

with statistics that constantly stress the differences

among whites, Asians, Blacks, and "Hispanics" as well

as ethnic/racial politics and practices that minoritize

everyone who is not from Europe must contribute to

the strengthening of racial stereotypes and an oversim-

plified view of the world, especially among the very

young, the uneducated, and the prejudiced, for whom

the world might easily now appear to be populated

primarily by minorities.

Both "Hispanic" and "Latino" carry contradicto-

ry meanings: positive when linked to culture (under-

To posit

some objective

"Hispanicity"

common to everyone

remotely connected to

Spain or born in a

Spanish-speaking

country is a

state-imposed

hegemonic project

that cuituralizes

economic exploitation

and political

oppression.

stood in terms of ways of life or as concrete artistic

productions by, for example, minority leaders, educa-

tors, and politicians); and negative when placed in the

context of what the mass media and the average per-

son associate with them: drug abuse, low income, high

incidence of AIDS, high fertility, school dropouts,

criminal behavior, high rate of poverty, high propor-

tion of families headed by women, large numbers of

welfare recipients, and so on.

et's examine the positive side first. In the context

of the present politics of identity and public con-

cern with multiculturalism, the labels are viewed by

many, especially those in the intellectual and artistic

elites, as sources of cultural pride. But exactly what

are the major components of that all-encompassing

culture they seem to have in mind? Which compo-

nents of the culture should people be proud of? And

whose culture? Mexican? Mexican American? Puerto

Rican? Colombian? The culture of Spain? When travel-

ing in Central and South America, I was struck with

the differences between Argentina and the other

countries; when I visited Spain and Italy, I was amazed

at how much more at home I felt in Italy than in Spain.

Divisions in terms of national origin, social class, eth-

nicity, race, length of stay in the U.S., and so forth

make it exceedingly problematic to find common cul-

tural denominators in this population beyond the lan-

guage. And even the language itself divides, for each

Latin American country has its own version of Spanish,

which is itself divided by region, class, ethnicity, race,

etc. Just as heterogeneous are the populations of

Mexican, Puerto Rican, and Spanish descent living in

this country, in which the younger generations have at

best a superficial knowledge of Spanish. Here one runs

into a concept of culture as a thing that somehow

should be preserved and passed on from one genera-



tion to the next. But culture is not a thing; it is the

outcome of the lived experience of people, and it

changes as that experience changes, subject to the

processes that are constantly changing the society as a

whole. To gloss over the living nature of culture, to

posit instead some objective "Hispanicity" common to

everyone remotely connected to Spain or born in a

Spanish-speaking country while glossing over the his-

torical cultural differences that divide this population,

is a state-imposed hegemonic project that culturalizes

economic exploitation and political oppression.

These populations and a large proportion of

immigrants from Central and South America are

where they are, politically and economically, not

because of their "Hispanic" or "Latin" culture but

because of their class location in the economic system.

I would argue that, culturally, the labels distort reality

and create false perceptions which deepen the igno-

rance of the average person about the "real" culture of

these populations. For example, to throw together

under the "Latino" or "Hispanic" label the cultural

productions of Spain, Central and South America, the

immigrants of those countries who live in the U.S., and

the many different populations of Mexican and Puerto

Rican descent who live in this country can yield only

mystifications. It is as enlightening to say that Borges

and Cervantes are "Hispanic" writers as it is to say

that Shakespeare and Faulkner are "Anglo" writers.

When examining the negative side of labeling,

the first thing to catch one's attention is that the labels

hide more than they reveal. For instance, they hide the

fact that a large proportion of these populations are of

Native American and European descent. The labels

perform neat tricks; they minoritize foreigners from

Spanish-speaking countries (many of whom are of

European descent), make Native Americans disappear

under the pseudo-European veneer of "Hispanic," or

It is as

enlightening

to say that

Borges and Cervantes

are "Hispanic" writers

as it is to say that

Shakespeare and

Faulkner are

"Anglo" writers.

transform all "Latinos" into Native Americans

because, as a Chicano scholar noted, the real reason

why populations of Mexican, Puerto Rican, and

Spanish descent have been and continue to be histori-

cally subject to racist practices has nothing to do with

their "Spanish" culture but with the fact that a large

proportion had Native American blood. The minoriti-

zation of foreigners — especially of middle-class, pro-

fessional, and technical workers — creates misleading

evidence of progress in affirmative action recruiting.

The minoritization of the brain drain of the Third

World is legal because all the labels used to identify

"minority" populations make no distinctions in class

or national origin. While that might seem good, the

implications for populations who have been excluded

and oppressed for generations are far from desirable.

I cannot end without restating some of my personal

i views on these matters. This issue of Heresies was

initially called "jViva Latina!" What I have written

would seem to indicate my rejection of the "Latina"

label. That would be a correct inference. It makes

sense to me to consider myself, besides Argentine,

Latin American. The labels "Latina/Latino" are, from

my standpoint, adaptations to U.S.-imposed condi-

tions of political discourse which disable rather than

enable the populations so labeled. Why? Because, in

the last instance, these ethnic/cultural labels are

euphemisms for referring to important sectors of the

U.S. working class. The kinds of political issues which

concern the men and women who self-identify as

"Latino/Latina" tend to be working-class issues, com-

mon to all working-class people regardless of cultural

heritage or skin color: jobs, good wages, housing,

schools, safety in the streets, health care, etc. But the

politics of class has been silenced while the politics of

identity flourishes. It has become legitimate to state

HERESIES



political claims only as members of ethnic/racial

minorities or majorities, not in terms of class loca-

tions. As long as this situation is not challenged, these

labels will continue to shape our perceptions, strength-

ening the racial/ethnic divisions among people and,

therefore, strengthening racism itself. On the other

hand, even though the "Latina" label does not resonate

with me, personally I consider it more acceptable than

"Hispanic," for it grapples with the historical links

between people who, while living both north and

south of the border between the U.S. and Latin

America, do have a common history. The "Hispanic"

label, or, the other hand, seeks to obscure that history

while stressing the links to the former colonizer, in

fact granting the former colonizer cultural hegemony

over its former subjects.

Ultimately, how we call ourselves is our own busi-

ness, although whatever we do as individuals,

we are powerless to change the way others label us.

As a sociologist, I am aware that insofar as the politics

of identity remain in command, critiques cannot

change the status quo. Labels can be abolished only

through political practices aimed at rejecting the victim

status the system imposes upon people as the indis-

pensable precondition for listening to their grievances.

People, men and women, cannot at this time voice

their grievances as workers but only as "victims" of

their gender or their race or their ethnicity. In a

process of reaction formation, people may embrace

these victimized identities as banners of struggle, thus,

for instance, positing "Latino" as against the state-cre-

ated "Hispanic." But while there might be short-term

gains in embracing these general identities that cut

across class differences, class divisions have a way of

reasserting themselves, as those individuals able to

experience upward social mobility are then

The politics of class

has been silenced

while the politics

of identity flourishes.

denounced, accused of having renounced their race,

while they themselves do not understand why they are

put down for their success. These contradictions

should alert us to the need to be aware of the many

meanings of culture so that we can differentiate cul-

ture as the expression of free creativity and self-

expression from the culture that is the expression of

state-imposed ethnicity or from the use of "Hispanic"

as a code word to replace the "culture of poverty"

standby explanation of the effects of social exclusion

and economic exploitation.

In the end, clarity about the sources of com-

mon grievances, needs, and aspirations matters more

than labels. When such clarity is achieved, we are

likely to realize that unity and strength can emerge

more quickly from the frank recognition of differ-

ences than from the often instrumental adoption of

panethnic identities.^
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constitution

A body belongs only to the individual. The state takes no
claim on bodies or spirits.

The body may be represented, painted, photographed,

and shown in its parts or totality with full knowledge of
the party.

The individual may not be denigrated, raped, tortured,

starved, discriminated or censored.

Each individual has the right to choose health care,

education, food, housing, clothing and the right to die.

No special value is placed on language, color, race,

religion, sexual orientation, age, gender, class or ideology.

Individuals may create their own flag. It may be cherished,

burned, torn, idealized, re-invented, patched, loved, hated.

The flag's function is aesthetic.

. • • • •

Individuals may create their own passport. Frontiers and
borders are open to all. The country does not have

citizenship. The passport's function is poetic.

Mountains, rivers, oceans, prairies, volcanoes, fishes, birds,

turtles, make up the landscape where individuals inhabit. .

They are as valued as the individual.

Differences are appreciated. Cultures are respected. Art is

necessary.

Freedom of expression is for all.
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Amalia Mesa-Bains

Venus Envy Chapter One (or, The First Holy Communion—Moments Before the End), 1 993
Detail: Coatiicue in the Vanity.

Photo: George Hirose.
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Santa Barraza

from the Coc/ice de corozdn sagrado series, 1992.
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LILIANA PORTER

Liliana Porter

The Way Around, 1 989

photograph, 8" x 1
0".
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Sophie Rivera

Woman & Child, n.d.

photograph.



WITHOUT BOUNDARIES

Recently I was asked by a corporate marketing representative to

recommend contemporary "Hispanic" artists who create "ethnic look-

ing" art. I suppose I should not have been surprised that such attitudes

toward Latino artists still persist. As Edward Sullivan has pointed out,

there is a pervasive notion among North Americans that Latin Ameri-

can culture is monolithic and easily identifiable by stereotypical traits

such as "bright color, irrationality, violence, magic, [and] fantasy."

Much debate has centered around exhibitions such as Art of the Fan-

tastic Latin America 1920-1987, organized by the Indianapolis Muse-

um of Art in 1987, and Hispanic Artists in the United States: Thirty Con-

temporary Painters and Sculptors, which originated at Houston's

Museum of Fine Arts in 1 988. Both exhibitions have been criticized for

resorting to some of the stereotypical notions listed above.

GLADYS TRIANA*

These and many of the other large exhibits of Latin American art

have been organized as surveys. Mari Carmen Ramirez has argued that

the survey format has been used by museum curators to "present and

define in one fell swoop the difference that sets apart Latin Amencan/

Latino artists from their First World counterparts. In order to achieve

their purposes, they either applied the categories of the evolution of

modern art in Europe or constructed their own." The Museum of

Modern Art in New York has organized Latin American Artists of the

Twentieth Century (summer 1993), yet another survey exhibition

whose point of departure is European Modernist models.

Argentine artist Liliana Porter, having been invited to participate in

a panel discussion organized concurrently with Art of the Fantastic, was

asked to discuss whether she considered her art to be "mainstream"

or "Hispanic." For Porter, this implied that in order to be "main-

stream," she would have to deny her identity. The work of many Lati-

ns artists living in the United States demonstrates the falseness of the

choice, a or b, suggested by such a narrow view of possible artistic

strategies. There is a vast diversity of approaches, sources, references,

and identities present in their work, evidence of their unwillingness to

accept predefined notions of reality, history, or identity.

Gladys Triana

Path to the Memory: 1492-1992, 1992
handmade paper, wood, nails, powdered pigments
37" x 49" x 5".

POSITIVE SPIN : LATINA ARTISTS RESPOND
TO GHETTOIZATION

The artworld's systematic exclusion of Latina artists from the main-

stream manifests itself in the common practice of labeling—using

terms such as Hispanic, other, or marginal, which seek only to demean

Latina culture, art, and origin. These terms obscure how Latinas view

ourselves and how others view our culture. Yet the negative reinforce-

ment of this ghettoization by those who have fallen victim to this ter-

minology has created a foundation for addressing collective struggles

and viewpoints, thereby strengthening rather than weakening artists.

Women artists of diverse backgrounds have formed coalitions that

may not have come together otherwise, creating, in effect, a common
goal. Ghettoization has motivated artists to confront oppressive forces

and take action.

Coast to Coast: National Women Artists of Color (founded in

1 987) and Vistas Latinas (founded in 1 989) are examples of women
artists coming together for support, encouragement, and empowerment.

Individual empowerment derives from politicized community aware-

ness, and within the diversity of these groups, barriers between individ-

uals' backgrounds can be addressed. Coast to Coast and Vistas Latinas

have organized and participated in shows that address categorization,

dispelling stereotypes through the diversity of their work. Such situa-

tions allow artists to accurately represent and identify themselves, to

"feel a unique freedom to put forth the positive inside me," as one

artist put it.

Though the challenge for Latina artists to define their individuali-

ties in the face of ghettoization is now being met, this should not mis-

lead us into believing that the forces we fight against are not also

implanted within ourselves. We must prevent ourselves from doing to

each other what the mainstream continues to do to us. The draw-

backs of getting caught up in labeling and stereotyping are too signifi-

cant to overlook. Latina artists need to continue to work together to

educate and reinforce one another, examining critically how ghet-

toization is perpetuated, in the hope of ultimately changing what the

mainstream is unwilling to change.
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Ana Linnemann Nomod,l993 cast goblets, water, steel wool, shoes, cement. Photo: Pat Kilgore.

Fanny Sanin

Study for Painting No. 8, 1 98

1

acrylic, 15x17 cms.
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KATHY VARGAS

This series began as a remembrance of two friends who died

of AIDS. One loved Day of the Dead; the other had met his

mate on Valentine's Day. Their two favorite days seemed

unfortunately "appropriate" to AIDS: to die from love.

At the time each was dying, I sent some milagros to their

mates, all of us praying for a miracle to save their lives.

But the miracle never came. After their deathsthe prayers

for them became transformed to prayers recited to them for

the lives of others still awaiting miracles.

Kathy Vargas

Oration: Valentine's Day/Day of the Dead series, 1990-91
hand-colored photographs, 24" x 20".
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I bring

THE TREE OF LIFE

I wish you to learn what I have to say

from faraway other spaces

which
I learned with the "poorest" of my people

They know very well
the Design of precariousness

For me it is the "tradition"

to learn from he who knows from NATURE,

the "pragmatical"
the "magical"

the "philosophical"

ways

.

Since childhood I learned to respect this strength.

Some Artists of my land seem to have this ambition
to Refine and
to translate into

the universal

this genuine philosophy:

a humble wisdom which is there

Perhaps

,

pulsing at the surface
underneath the skin

.

Contaminating everyone,

taken for granted
because who is developing it is so invisible,

the "Underdeveloped" ones,

who already have so little

.

All they have is this intense contact
with NATURE'S

way,

with the way the angle is built
the distance is felt,

with the way the space is shared
the smells inhaled.

HERESIES %L62



It is the intention "in" the content

that brings organic invention

to wor(l)ds and shapes.

It is what is daily SEEN, LISTENED, PERFORMED by

this "Tree of anonymous faces"

that recycles the Air which

We all breathe

breed

and brew

HIGH ENERGY

WHICH I experienced only rarely

in few other places on

Earth

.

ENERGY that inspires 'mythological hope'

and ' generosity without questions ' . .

.

We, the artists of our land,

we know WHAT we learned from them.

And giants, as giants

like Joyce and Mallarme,

transubstantiated this knowledge into the best wine.

Guimaraes Rosa

Glauber Rocha

Jose Celso Martines Correia

Helio Oiticica

But who cares for these names?

Do you know

that in Brazil we speak Portuguese?

Regina Vater - Austin, February 1987
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juana Alicia

La ponkolavera giiera, 1 984
silkscreen on rag paper, 26" x 40".

Photo: Marvin Coliins.
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SUN MAD
RAISINS

UNNATURALLY GROWN WITH
INSECTICIDES -MITICIDES-HERBICIDES-FUNGICIDES I

Ester Hernandez

Sun Mad,© 1983

screenprint, 17" x 22".
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OR EM US

Padre nuestro

que estas en el norte

santificado sea tu dolar

que nos llega

con tus prestamos.

Hagase tu voluntad

asi en el sur

como en el centra.

El pan nuestro

del proximo siglo

danos hoy

y perdonanos

la deuda externa

para seguir explotando

a nuestros deudores.

No nos dejes caer

en revolucion.

Garantfzanos la paz.

Amen.

ILEANA FUENTES

PATER FAMILIAS

Apellido

sinonimo de padre

marcando la identidad

cual fragil virtud

o defecto congenito.

Apellido

complice ajeno a su complicidad

con el exterminio milenario.

A fin de cuentas

mi apellido

— el de mi padre, a quien amo —
fue tambien el de mi abuelo,

el de su padre de el

el del padre

de su padre

de su padre

trillonada de espermas

que por via de mi padre

(a quien amo, y no culpo)

me preceden.

Apellido

sinonimo de padre

envoltura indespellejable,

que aun si fuera de mi madre

no seria sino el de mi otro abuelo

que tambien fue de su padre

y del padre
PATER NOSTER

de su padre j

de su padre

Padre
trillonada de espermas

(de ellos; nuestro, no)
que por via de mi madre

Patricio
(a quien amo y compadezco)

Patriarca
me preceden.

Patria

(potestad,
Orgullo

Autoridad
que viene de poder,

Herencia
que es de ellos; nuestro, no)

Tribu
Patrimonio

Patriarcado

Patria

Familia

Clan

Patriota Desposeidas de la historia

Patriotismo lo propio e imborrable

(para otros; nuestro, no) es la sangre coagulada

El gran silencio hormonal que acaricia nuestras piernas

que no recoge la historia y la abnegada vocacion

(su historia de parir apellidos

de ellos; nuestra, no) del padre

Patricidio del padre

(sua culpa del padre \

solo de ellos; nuestra, no). de otro padre. j
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IMAGES — LAT1NA STYLE

Brace yourself. Witness flickering images of street fights

superimposed on silent waters, rose-colored from sidewalk

bloodstains, sweeping from iridescent hydrants. This is not a

television picture. These are indelible childhood memories. I

remember seeing my best friend, Daisy, jump from a fifth-floor

window to escape her father's beatings. I remember having my

head forced down into a running toilet bowl by school gang

members. Still with me?

Sociology 101 this is not. Ironically, though, it seems to

have worked for some of us. Being raised in "el barrio" has its

positive effects as well as its horrors. Perhaps it provides an

unambiguous sense of day-to-day existence, and the edge

begets an uneasy sort of strength, locking us unsuspectingly

into survival mode. I remember at times having to "switch

channels" while out in the streets. Consequently, to this day I

am acutely aware of the existence of primal instinct.

Today when I'm asked when I first sensed I wanted to be

an artist, I answer, "When I stole my first and last box of

crayons at the age of six." My memory projects a dark staircase

juxtaposed with fluorescent colors; as in a movie scene, a

child's foot appears, anxiously reaching for the next step up.

Her father, moving in slow motion, extends his hand to catch

the scattering crayolas tumbling from the little girl's under-

pants. The child cries and pleads. The images clear . .

.

My father resolved the problem of the stolen crayons by

having my younger brother, Roberto, take the blame and

return them to the bodega the very same day. The feelings of

pain, shame, and guilt still linger, particularly because Roberto

passed away approximately six weeks later.

A mother's piercing shriek stopping a would-be kidnapper

of a five-year-old contrast with the joyful recognition of my

artistic skills by a fifth-grade teacher, setting up blurred divi-

sions of focus in my mind.

Undoubtedly these bewildering beginnings have fueled my

art making and supplied me with a rich well of ideas. One

comes to mind: the painful depiction of the scarred self in the

painting of a young girl kneeling on a punctured metallic grater,

with the words "ugliest knees in 5th grade" scrawled on the

dark canvas. Lisa Steinberg comes to mind.

Quick — switch channels.

ADAM— 1999 & FAST FORWARD

My earlier series, entitled Rituals, concerned itself

with shamanistic practices I experienced personally in

my early youth. Ironically, the series Adam— 1 999 defini-

tively propelled me into the futuristic future, carrying

me from personal history to public history.

Creating as well as seeing art involves examining our

own prejudices and preconceptions. The theme of male

birth evidently hits hard against these preconceptions.

At slide lectures, the men in the audience distinctly

groan when I have stated the following:

One astonishinq development that will probably occur in this

decade is for ajew men to experience pregnancy personally.

A California biologist predicts that by the end of the 1 990s

men will he able to have an artificially inseminated egg

attached to the intestine, carry ajetus, and deliver by

cesarean section. Experiments have already begun in

Australia.

To this eye, the announcement created puzzlement

and denial, evident in all new creative ventures, be they

artistic or scientific. As an artist 1 was impelled to inter-

pret the vision and complete the Adam—/999 series

with a painting entitled After Frida: The Old-Fashioned

Way. No other artist has depicted birth more dramatical-

ly and truer to nature than Frida Kahlo.

Fast Forward, a series on gene coding, is a natural

extension of the Adam—/999 series. During the fifth

and sixth centuries B.C., one ancient Greek school of

philosophy held the belief that singular and unchange-

able Being was the only reality and that plurality,

change, and motion were only illusory.

Recently I worked for a dentist who would attach

himself to the "sweet air" equipment at his office for

many hours at a time. Similarly, the main character in

The Lawnmower Man is driven to virtual states of mind.

The ancient philosophy of the illusory may well be point-

ing to the new Past, Present, Future. Induced realities,

some predict, will infinitely alter generations of children

to come.

Dial 911 . ..
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Pura Cruz

Adam—I 999 series: Adam Gives birth, 1990

mixed media, 6'3" x 5'.

Photo: Overview/Whiting Wicker.
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RAQUELIN MENDIETA
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Raquelin Mendieta

La barca de oro (ShivAni series), 1989

amate paper, leaves, flowers, grass. 3 I " x 23- 1/2".

Photo: Barry Considine.

HAS SOY LATiNA AMERICANA
(EXTRAIDOS DE UM POEMA)

Peguei o bonde errado,

saltei no ponto certo,

na hora nao mercada,

vestida dc festa,

MAS era domingo de praia.

Nascida mulher, em mundo de homem,

nao disse amem, fui expulsa do coro.

Fechada em copas, de paus, nao de ouro,

MAS colccionei momentos.

Um dia quebrou-se cspelho, lugiu a madastra,

e em terras do Norte, disseram-me que nem

lao branca eu era.

Afastada do rebanho,

desaprendi as artes da seduc.ao.

[aj

E como nao falava ingles

fiquei sem ter com quern cismar,

MAS me apresentei a mini,

lembrando os companheiros de alem mar.

Com muito prazer, gostei do que vi,

e nao tentei mas traducao.

Desde as minhas sedas, tomei partido

pelos descamisados,

Chegou tempo de se sentir historia,

vivenciar desejo nao compartido,

ter o gosto do ideal repartido

MAS dividida entre ou ser camarada ou ser amante.

Ancorada no futuro,

indiferente as proclamas

sobre a morte da Utopia,

tao cantada na imprensa burguesa,

junto ismos, ecologias, e eus,

bordando uma ampla saia vcrmelha,

Epa He! minha mae

uma grande bandeira vermelha

da luta festa luta

por um socialismo

reinventado no caminho do seu fazer-se

por mulheres, homens, negros, negras,

brancos e brancas, jovens, velhos e velhas,

da classe trabalhadora,

respeitando as identidades, mas nao a subordinagao,

mas nao a exploracao.

Com as vozes nossas,

MAS de toda la America Nuestra.

La America del Che, de Marti, de Flora Tristan

feminista que no seculo XIX, foi a primeira

a gritar

"cuidado companheiro, o mais explorado dos

obreros pode estar oprimindo a uma mulher,"

e sem saber, identificando-se com um patrao.

Hoje, Deixei a fixacao por portos

e aprendi o gosto de ser navio

reencontrando os anceslrais,

em outros mares,

com outra.s bussolas,

MAS com o mesmo relrao:

"navegar e preciso"

que la lucha continua.

Sucesso a diretoria para assuntos da mulher

do Sindicato.
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To express what Latina means to me personally, to an unknown audience, is impossible

without introducing myself. In the U.S. I would be considered a "white" Latina, or as some

Latins have addressed me, a blanquita.

I have had certain privileges that derive from that condition as I have also been discrimi-

nated against because of that condition — the misconception being that having a white skin

forbids one from having experienced or understanding discrimination. On a larger scale Latina

means many things, such as a rich panorama of multicultural references, the ability to forge

one's own identity outside of a given concept of group, the versatility that being different

occasions, the capacity to comprehend and learn from other cultures and strategies, to move

inside/outside of shifting parameters.

DOLORES GUERRERO-CRUZ

The Bride is a statement about my struggle as an

artist and as a single parent who had to leave the profes-

sion I desired and take another profession in order to

make a living. My divorce played a big part in this strug-

gle, and that s why I used the bride.

It is not a statement against marriage but a state-

ment that one must first be what one really wants to be

before she can be anything else. I used the bride as a

symbol for this because most people believe that mar-

riage is the ultimate happiness, but I believe doing what

you really want is the happiness people are looking for. 1

wanted to be an artist and was not able to, so until I

became able to achieve that goal, I could not be com-

plete. This was a death of some sort.

It is very difficult to be an artist when you are by

yourself. It is also extremely difficult to be an artist

when you are married, then a single parent. What my

bride says is that because I am a woman, a single parent

and/or a wife, the artist in me had been neglected in

order for me to be everything else one is taught to be

when growing up.

Women must sacrifice and give up more than men.

Chicanas have a harder struggle simply because we are

Chicanas and we are women. I believe women in general

have this burden because of the way this world has

formed itself. Women growing up in my day and age had

it harder, but I know that for the women of tomorrow,

the struggle will be easier. Hopefully these women will

have advantages and choices to make their lives better.

Dolores Guerrero-cruz

The Bride, 1985

serigraph, 28" x 40".
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BRINCANDO EL CHARCO: FRAGMENTS OF A SCRIPT
PRODUCED, WRITTEN, AND DIRECTED BY FRANCES NEGRON-MUNTANER

Brincando el charco ("Crossing the Creek") is a 57-minute experimental narrative on contemporary
Puerto Rican identities. The film mixes fiction, archival footage, current demonstration images,

processed interviews, music video, and soap opera conventions to weave the story of Claudia Marin,

a middle-class, light-skinned Puerto Rican lesbian and photographer attempting to construct com-
munity in the U.S. In the process of confronting the simultaneity of privilege and oppression that

structures her position, the film becomes a meditation on class, race, and sexuality as shifting differ-

ences, inasmuch as Claudia's identifications are not limited to her own "identities" but constantly

cross all lines. The voices of Afro-Puerto Rican women, third-generation Puerto Rican young men,
middle-class Island-born intellectuals, and gay men produce a mosaic that cannot be reduced to any
one element — be it national, demographic, or ideological. At this writing the film is in its last stage

of post-production and is expected to be released in October 1 993. The following excerpts corre-

spond to a loose chronological order.

s.

Slow-motion image of people on the sidelines as they watch the Puerto Rican Pride Parade in Philadelphia,

1 99 I

.
Close-up of Claudia in her photography studio. Montage of Claudia's photography. Black-and-white

photographs of interviewees in the film. An image of two men and a huge American flag with 5 I stars.

Slow-moving shot of one of the parade's beauty queens iooking straight to the camera. Slow-moving shot

of gay and lesbian contingent of parade, showing a Puerto Rican flag with a pink triangle instead of a star.

Claudia (Voiceover):

Por mas de un siglo, las voces que han logrado res-

onar en mi pals repiten una letania incierta:

^quienes somos? /haaa donde vamos? Como si una

respuesta univoca nos fuera a hacer libres. Como si

el "nosotros" fuera posible mas alia del lenguaje y

la Imogen. Yo he sido un eco de ellas. Fotografa de

rostros islehos desperdigados ... A veces creo

encontrarnos, sin encontrame yo. (Contradiccion?

No siempre. Las esencias siempre huyen, inscribien-

dome los multiples deseos de unos cuerpos.

Claudia finishes a portrait of Puerto Rican voguer Ray Gonzalez. After developing the portrait, Claudia takes

the subway home, making one stop to pick up a package at the post office. Claudia's lover, Elizabeth, is on
her way out the door, but before she leaves, the phone rings, bringing the news that Claudia's father has

died and that the family requests her presence at the funeral. A brief discussion follows as Claudia struggles

Claudia (Voiceover):

The voices that have resonated in my country for

more than a century repeat an uncertain litany:

Who are we? Where are we going? As if a univo-

cal answer would make us free. As if the "we"

were possible beyond language and image. I have

been an echo of these voices. A photographer of

scattered Island faces. I sometimes believe I have

found us without finding myself. Contradiction?

Not always. Essences are always escaping, inscrib-

ing instead the multiple desires of body surfaces.
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with conflicting emotions about attending a family event, since for years communication has been virtually

nonexistent. Elizabeth asserts that Claudia must attend so as to let go of the past. Claudia resists invoking

her last memory of her father, but the images surface nonetheless.

Father:

Mira, miralo, muchacha. Con el tmbajo y el sacrificio

que da para criar a un muchacho en este pais y tu

me pagas con esto. [Throws her a photograph he

found.] Te voy a dear algo y oyeme bien. Si te

quleres seguir revolcando con esas mujeres malas,

porque son malas, yo no te quiero mas por aqui. \Y es

mas, ahora mismo te me vas de aqui!

Claudia:

jYo la quiero!

Father:

No me contestes con esas suciedades, coho, vete.

Mother:

Claudio, es tu hija, por Dios.

Father:

Look, girl, with the hardships one has to endure to

raise a child in this country, and you pay me with this!

[Throws her a photograph he found.] I'm going to tell

you something, and listen up good. If you're going to

continue to be mixed up with those bad women —
because they are bad — I don't want you here. I

mean, I want you out of here nght now/

Claudia:

I love her!

Father:

Don't answer me with that shit, damn it.

Mother:

Claudio, she's your daughter, for god's sake.

The argument continues, and after Claudia calls father hypocritical and intolerant, he hits her. Younger

brother defends her, and mother gives Claudia her blessing as father banishes daughter from the home.

Claudia recedes from scene. Point-of-view shot of family members framed by doorway.

3.
Elizabeth cancels a meeting in order to address the situation at home with Claudia, who is still undecided

about attending the funeral. As Claudia watches Elizabeth hang up the phone, she recalls a conversation

among the two of them and Toni Cade, an African American friend who as a child growing up in Harlem

experienced the massive influx of Puerto Ricans into New York. B&W archival footage of Puerto Rican and

African Americans in New York from iate 1 940s through 1 970s.

Toni (Voiceover):

It was the year of the big snow in New York. Some new people moved into the building. A large

family — babies, children, married couples, three sets of elders. These new tenants didn't seem to have any

winter clothes. This was not too strange. Folks up from down South didn't have heavy clothes either. The little

girls wore pierced earrings; the women wore jewelry and bright clothing. We thought they were gypsies. A

new kind of gypsy, though, the kind that apparently intended to live in an apartment building rather than a

storefront. One of the boys was in our class for about a minute. We didn't even get to hear his name

and hear him speak. They put him on a bench outside the principal's office. We heard later that

he'd been put in remedial class, the assumption being if you have no English, you have no IQ. We were

curious about him. Some of his relatives looked just like gypsies. But some of his relatives looked just like us.

Who were these people?

HERESIES



4.
In Claudia's package, sent by a friend, is a videotape of the first gay and lesbian parade in Puerto Rico. After

reading the accompanying letter pointing to the event's many contradictions, images of the gay and lesbian

contingent in New York's Puerto Rican Pride Parade flash in her memory.

Claudia (Voiceover):

Is the language expanding the boundaries ofmy desire, English? Does it then get translated, appropriated, and

transformed only later, after layers of mediation? Yes. The debt is obvious. No. There are so many other debts. Yes

and no because I make love in Puerto Rican Spanish with a soft bolero in the background and an attitude picked

up from SIM drag. My empowerment speaks a Creole tongue. I can't afford any purity.

5.
FLASH. Portrait of Moises, an activist involved with ACT UP New York.

Aloises:

When we were considering going to Puerto Rico,

one of the things that I questioned was how I, as a

member ofACT UP New York, was going to

make certain activist actions against AIDS happen.

As I see it, the South Bronx, the Hispanic banio in

New York, is like another neighborhood of Puerto

Rico. This made me realize —and also seeing the

ease with which people travel here because they

know that they belong and can obtain treatment

and feel comfortable among Puerto Ricans — that

we could use that same air bridge to develop this

kind of political action.

Moises:

Al principio que estabamos trabajando en la idea de ir

a Puerto Rico, una de las cosas que yo me cuestione

fue como yo, como miembro de ACT UP Nueva York

ha a lograr que en Puerto Rico se llevaran a cabo

acciones de activismo en contra del SIDA. Como yo

lo visualizo es que tanto el sur del Bronx, como el bar-

rio hispano aqui en Nueva York son como otro barrio

de Puerto Rico. Lo que me hizo a mi entender viendo la

cuestion del puente aereo con la facilidad que la gente

de Puerto Rico viaja oca porque saben que aqui hay un

lugar de pertenencia a donde pueden venir a conseguir

tratamiento y tambien pueden sentirse en una atmds-

fera entre pueitorriquehos, me justified a mi la idea de

que si podriamos usar ese mismo puente aereo para

desarrollar este tipo de action.

6.
Claudia and Elizabeth are driving to the airport. Claudia has decided to attend the funeral and is flying

standby. She glances at her lover and realizes that part of her inability to address resentment comes from a

defensive position that is still encoded in dichotomies.

Claudia (Voiceover):

My intimacy, richly populated by women. My political imagery, by gay men.

7.

FLASH. Agnes's portrait. Agnes is a light-skinned, Island-born academic living in U.S. for past decade.

Agnes:

Mira, la invisibilidad de las lesbianas tiene que ver con

la invisibilidad en general de la sexualidad femenina

en la sociedad. La idea de que para una mujer lograr

placer erotico siempre es en relation a la presencia

del pene. Entonces, es como impensable que una

mujer pueda lener relaciones sexuales con otra mujer

porque ique van a hacer dos mujeres juntas en una

coma? Es impensable, no hay un pene. Entonces, dig-

amos, yo creo que por ahi va la cosa. Es deck, la

incapacidad, la imposibilidad o la dificultad de repre-

sentor la sexualidad femenina.

8.

Agnes:

Look, the invisibility of lesbians relates to the gen-

eral invisibility of women's sexuality in society. The

idea that for a woman to achieve erotic pleasure,

it's always in relation to the presence of the penis.

It's like unthinkable that a woman can have sexual

relations with another woman, because what are

two women going to do together in bed? It's

unthinkable: there's no penis. That's where I think

things are at. It's the incapacity, the impossibility, or

the difficulty of representing feminine sexuality.

Claudia is lying in bed. Elizabeth's arms pull her close. Following is a black-and-white film sequence exploring

lesbian eroticism.
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Gloria Claudia Ortiz

Two Men Urinating, 1 987
oil on canvas, 66" x 58".

Gloria Claudia Ortiz

Orphans I: Men and Prostitutes, 1 987/88

oil on canvas, SO" x 100" diptych.
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AWILDA STERLING

The struggle of Caribbean art and society is to decide,

develop, and correctly and precisely define Caribbean identity.

Our people have always been attacked by the economic inter-

ests of the so-called First World nations. They have conve-

niently called us Third World, being themselves responsible for

this situation. Almighty nations, they have acted and forced

their powers upon us for the last 500 years, thus planting an

underdeveloped attitude in Caribbean consciousness.

Every cry for freedom has been violently shut off, except

for countries that now have sufficient power to fight back.

Puerto Rico is one such country. It has been struggling, fight-

ing, and shouting back since the first colonial imposition in

1492. Catholic and Calvinist morality have pressed upon us the

castrating sensation of not expressing ourselves as sensuously

complete. Ancestral African manifestations related to fertility

are sacred rituals, but not to the imperialist mind.

I and the women-mothers-sisters-friends who comprise

our labor, artistic, and professional communities deal continu-

ally with this reality, each in our own way, because it is

ingrained in us.

As a child, my main personality-forming references were

Hollywood musicals. On the other hand, my family was and

still is a very festive one that always celebrated with music,

food, drinks, and dance. My corporeal sense system was organ-

ic, while my intellect was completely abstract. No wonder con-

fusion arose.

Watching Gene Kelly, Ginger Rogers, and Fred Astaire

gave rise to a desire to fly not only onstage but away from real-

ity. As an adult woman, I have confronted the reality of stereo-

types, and I work with them, within them, and against them.

Awilda Sterling

Agamenon-Kinsuk se ahogo en el Logo Dos bocas ("Agamemnon-Kinsuk Drowning in Dos Bocas Lake"), 1 989.
Music: Francis Schwartz. Choreography: Awilda Sterling.

Photo: Ricardo Alcaraz.
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(I. to r.) Viveca Vazquez, Karen Langevin, Mari Martin

in Mascando Ingles ("Chewing English"), 1 984.

Choreography: Viveca Vazquez.

Photo: Tom Brazil.

Movement is part of change. Dance is a new and not-

yet-developed art in Puerto Rico: ballet has a vounp tradition

of 30 years, and modern dance has existed for 15-18 years

but only in spurts. Some of our popular dances survive but

have become endangered species, for they are no longer part

of our everyday life or entertainment. False progress and con-

sumerism have taken over. We are the shinincr star of the U S

While I teach 1 learn. I have directed dance workshops at

the University of Puerto Rico since 1985. There is no dance

department at our 86-year-old university, but at least some

classes are offered as electives. I teach mostly to nondancers, who

usually represent the most interesting material in the class.

Those who have danced come from ballet or jazz. For tire majori-

ty the concept of dance develops from watching television.

My class deals with body consciousness, breathing, and

an experimental approach to dance and movement— inquir-

ing into personal raw output to establish movement creation,

expanding the limits of comfortable terrain to discover inner

organic power, stressing imaginative thinking and applying it

to the body.

We are confronted with stereotypical molds about dance

as dance, dance as art, women as women, men as men, latins

encased as latins. The mold can start to break. Students

respond to permission to move, to find breath, to discover

possibility— defying pre-established codes, limiting norms

that predispose our expression. Improvisation is food for

movement. The body is the self laboratory. Anatomical

acknowledgement, explanatory; auto-informing . . . integra-

tion of bone, muscle, breath, thought, and sense . . . structure

has stunted . . . movement invention and body consciousness,

motivation for growth.

The "system" predisposes shapes and rhythms. The inner

self becomes unrecognizable as an option. 1 want the option

to explore music not as command nor as the rule for climax

in a dance. Though music has magnificence, it is not the only

source for ecstasy in movement.

The Caribbean body does not have to look accepted,

intruded upon. What is expected? — pictorial, incapable of

abstracting. The abstract belongs to another mind. The color

of our culture is seen as permanent exoticism. It is the educa-

tion of the colonized, the imitation of the masters.

Redefining education, recycling thought . . . out of cue,

out of "count," out of step/stepping out of pattern . . . using

movement as part of liberation.
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RESISTANCE AND AFFIRMATION IN AFRICAN DIASPORA LATIN COMMUNITIES

MARTA MORENO VEGA

BACKGROUND FRAMEWORK

I. En la Gudad de Puerto Rico, a cualro de agosto de mil ochocientos cin-

cuenta y uno: ante de mi, el infracrilo Eseribano Publico, y testigos, compare-

cio Don Ekuterio Gime'nez y Moreno, de este vecindario, a quien doyje

conozco, y dijo: que esta escritura por auto de doce de iulio ultimo, dictado

por el juzgado de primer instancia de esta Capital en el expediente seguido por

la esclava Olalla contra Dona Josefa Cairo de Carreras sobre su libertady "por

mal trato, " que corre por esta escribania de mi cargo, de que doyje: que en

tal virtud, en la via v forma mas legal, otorga: que vcnde realy efectivamente

a Don Francisco Mdrquez, de este propio domicilio, la referida esclava Olalla,

que a sus causante Dona Josefa Cairo corresponds en propiedad por donation

que de ella le hizo el Presbitero Don Jose Joaquin Lalinde por la clausula

12. a de su testamenlo, que dice asi: "Item. Es tambien mi wluntad que, tan

luego como yojallczca, mi esclava Olaya [sic] vaya al poder de Dona Josefa

Cairo de Carreras, vecina de la Capital, con quien permanecerd sin cxcusa

alquna basta que, cumplidos sus veinticinco anos quede libre para siempre

[lo] mismo que los hijos, si durante este tiempo en que queda sujeta a la

senidtimbre los Itinera"; cuya esclava vende al referido Mdrquez a uso deferia

y sin lugar a redbibitoria en prccio de ocbcnta pesos macuquinos que conjiesa

tener recibidos a su satisfaction; y por no scr de presents la entrega, renuncia

la exception del dinero no contado y la prueba del recibo; con la precisa

condition de otorgar carta de libertad a la referida esclava tan pronto como

cumpla veinticinco anos, contando ahora diecinueve anos, cualro meses y
quince dias (Proceso Abolicionista I, 88).

In this excerpt from a bill of sale, the reader learns that Olalla, an

enslaved nineteen-year-old woman who has experienced ill treatment by

a white Spanish woman named Doiia josefa Caira, is being sold to Don

Francisco Marquez for eighty pesos. Olalla is to be freed at the age of

twenty-five, and any children she has are to be freed as well.

II. ...[WJhile the owners, overseers and managers who sought these associa-

tions and pleasures with black women kept a countenance of sternness and

even exhibited attitudes of hatred and often contempt for Africans, they were

not slow to take advantage of the cover of night lo take up liaisons. It was

clear from these associations that the racial superiority and colour superiority

which these white men peddled were merely palliatives for the actual reality of

economic domination and the exploitation of human beings. The attitude of

the white women was conditioned more often than not by the fact that they

saw the block 'wenches' as their natural rivals in situations in which the white

women were temporarily relegated lo the background, though they were the

legally recognized spouses (Thompson 178).

Thompson's statement and the bill of sale, taken together, encapsulate the process of objectification: the conversion of human

beings into property and the institutionalization of racism, sexism, and enslavement. These quotations assist in framing the reality

of enslaved African men and women in the Latin Caribbean and the Americas, a reality closely paralleling those in English- and

Dutch-speaking countries. The designation of Africans and their descendants as property allowed Europeans to exploit and dehu-

manize us. Cuba, we should remember, was one of the last countries to abolish slavery, and the United States abolished segregation

just forty years ago. Today African descendants who identify with their African Latin cultural legacy are doing what other African

descendants are doing: developing strategies to dislocate the Eurocentric paradigm.
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INTRODUCTION

The legacy inherited by women of African descent in the Americas constitutes an

ongoing problem, especially within the Latino community. An inability to deal with

internal racist attitudes, sexist practices, and racial diversity continues to foster the

promotion of blancamiento while maintaining — tapando el cielo con la mano — that

there is no racism in the Latin Caribbean and Americas. By assuming the attitude pro-

jected by Jamaican tourism advertisements ("out of many, one people"), Puerto

Ricans, Cubans, Dominicans, Panamanians, and others perpetuate the myths of racial

and gender equality through the mutual conspiracy of silence, the goal being to dis-

play a united "Latino front." Distinguishing our Africanity from that of African Ameri-

cans is bound up with expectations of developing a distinct political/cultural power

base. Women and men of African descent, the majority of our population, are under-

represented in leadership positions, while self-appointed Latino leaders, overwhelm-

ingly white and male in both race and consciousness, continue to serve as power bro-

kers and negotiators with the European American community. The comfort level thus

provided European Americans in dealing with "Latinos" who look somewhat like them

"but not really" maintains the Latino community divided, because alliances and objec-

tives that would forge a solid national/international agenda grounded in our interests

are blurred by the integrationist agenda of being more like/acting more like/looking

more like the white European power brokers who maintain our oppressive conditions.

According to those in the general community who maintain internal racist attitudes, the Latin

brand of Africanity is more polished and civilized than the American brand. We are made to feel

that we must remain apart and distinct so that we can get our own piece of the pie. Evidently,

although our community has no problem forming alliances with our European American oppres-

sors, there is a problem with forging alliances with other groups of color experiencing similarly

oppressive conditions. The notion of a common agenda for mutual empowerment being

unthinkable, the African Latino/African American/African Caribbean community continues our

colonial oppressors' divide-and-conquer mentality guaranteeing that the discriminatory and sex-

ist practices fostered by the legacy of enslavement continue to flourish within our Latin sector.

The Dominican Republic continues to enslave Haitians. Brazil continues to list gradations of skin

color, announcing that the whiter you are, the better you are. The Cuban and Puerto Rican com-

munities continue to exalt mulatas del pelo bueno. Blancamiento is celebrated; darker skin and

African presence and contributions are devalued. The image of Black and mulata women remains

die sexual, animalistic, primitive creature of desire who is ready to be seduced. El Negro/La Negra:

si no lo hace a la entrada, lo hace a la salida. Tiene la alma blanca unque sea Negra unfortunately contin-

ues to permeate the thinking in our communities, perpetuating the concept that everything good

is European, European American, or Hispanic — and that everything African or Native Ameri-

can is valueless and primitive. Thompson suggests that the so-called color problem masks other

divisive factors: "Slavery provides the root cause for the survival of shade gradations, thus induc-

ing social stratification as well as wide variations of economic power in the social structure.

Colour differentiation was induced as part of the strategy which militated against the cohesion of

the rank and file of all the oppressed peoples dwelling in slave societies" (165).

As Latina/os we tend to forget that our societies, with their strong Native spiritual and cultural

bases, have maintained numerous African beliefs and practices. Though it is beyond the scope of

this article to discuss them all, some at least should be mentioned: ancestor worship (espiritismo)
,

INTERNAL RACIST ATTITUDES:

iY TU ABUELA, DONDE ESTA?
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCES

The image of

Black and muiata

women remains

the sexual,

animalistic,

primitive creature

of desire who is

ready to be

seduced.

orisha, Santeria, Cabocolo, Candomble, and spiritualism; kinship and extended family systems

(compadre-comadre); musical forms such as bomba, plena, merengue, son, rumba, mambo, and

chachacha; foods such as sancocho, pasteles, cuchifritos, and vianda; and the community eco-

nomic system of el san, or sou sou. The cimarrones of our communities built spaces of resistance

and affirmation throughout the Latino diaspora, ensuring that Africanity would be passed on to

future generations and that we would be grounded in nature's vital forces and energy, ashe.

How does an African Puerto Rican woman child survive racism, sexism, miseducation, and limit-

ed access to opportunities that by right should belong to all human beings? How does one nego-

tiate the dual identity of being African and Puerto Rican within a community that overwhelming-

ly negates its African heritage while romanticizing its Native American heritage?

Besides being an African descendant and a Puerto Rican, 1 am a woman, a parent, a grandparent,

a community worker, an institution builder, an educator, and a student. I was born in New York

City of parents born in Puerto Rico and was raised and nurtured in El Barrio. Traditional values

and survival methods have been critical to my present racial and cultural identification and

groundedness. The multiple realities of growing up in El Barrio, also known as Spanish Harlem

or East Harlem, reflect die juggling of value systems generated by both the inner community and

the outer community. Simultaneously negotiating often diametrically opposed outer value sys-

tems, criteria, and strategies leads toward assimilation and cultural dislocation into an "American

mainstream" lifestyle that continues to be overtly racist.

What I experienced is experienced throughout African diaspora communities and environments

like El Barrio, which reflect purposeful underdevelopment and lack of support of their organiza-

tional infrastructures. Two childhood incidents remain vivid in my mind, making it clear that as

an African Puerto Rican child, I did not have the same access to opportunities as the European

American children who lived nearby.

The first incident revolved around an examination for "bright students," who at that time were in

classes with numbers like 5-1 or 5-2 to signal the special intelligence of the children, while die

"dumb" classes had numbers like 5-14 and 5-15. I went to PS. 121 at 102 Street in El Barrio,

where the students were primarily African American and Puerto Rican. PS. 1 68 was located at 1 04

Street in East Harlem; students who went there were mostly Italian, and the few Puerto Rican and

African American children who attended were relegated to the "dumb" classes. Through an Italian

friend whose daughter went to PS. 168, my mother became aware of an entrance examination lor

prestigious Hunter Junior High that was being administered to classes 5-1 and 5-2 at her daugh-

ter's school. This friend asked my mother if, like her own bright child, I too was being given this

exam. I knew nothing about it. My mother decided to visit the principal, Mr. Oak.

He explained that the students in my school were not bright enough to take the test and that he

did not want to hurt or embarrass us by giving us a test he knew we would fail. My mother insist-

ed. Was I not like her friend's daughter, who was also in a 5-1 class? Did 1 not do my homework

faithfully and daily, widi extra-credit homework besides? With A averages, how could 1 and the

other students not do well?

To make a long story short, we all failed the exam. After cursing out Mr. Oak in English, which I

hadn't been aware my mother spoke, she transferred me to PS. 168, using her friends address.

There 1 was placed in class 5-14. Trying to make the best of a disastrous situation, my mother

transferred me back to PS. 12l's class 5-1. Clearlv there were two systems of public education:

one for European Americans and another, inferior one for People ol Color.

The second incident involved a teacher calling in my mother to request that she not dress me "so

clean and pretty" every day. This woman, a European American, felt that my parents were dress-

ing me up to look like a "white child" and that other students might get jealous. Knowing 1 was

always surrounded by friends, my mother asked her for examples of acts of jealousy. There hadn't
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yet been any, said the teacher, but she was sure there would be, because my parents were dressing 8

me beyond their means. Again my mother pulled out her English vocabulary, telling the teacher

that her business was to teach, not to speculate about people's finances, and that she was obvi-

ously doing a very poor job of it, since all her students had failed the Hunter entrance exam.

In the 1930s there were battles for quality education; in the 1950s, for equal opportunity; in the

1960s, for equal access; in the 1970s and 1980s, for inclusion; and in the 1990s there are battles

for equal resources. Puerto Rican and African American parents continue to wage all these battles

as the entire New York City public school system becomes one big class 5-14. At the same time,

the City University system (CUNY) and the State University system (SUNY) exhibit greater and

greater disparities in resourcing as CUNY increasingly becomes a system serving primarily stu-

dents of color.

As the income levels of the rich increase at a more rapid rate than at any other time in history,

the poor are getting poorer at a correspondingly rapid rate. We have two Americas: one for the

rich and white, the other for the poor of color. For the Latino community, especially the women,

the struggle for the survival of our families and communities is getting harder. Nonetheless, we

continue our efforts to survive and thrive as warrior women, and our need to continue develop-

ing sacred spaces of resistance and affirmation increases as our economic resources shrink.

There is limited documentation of women's role in building free communities of resistance and

affirmation during enslavement. Most published research has been conducted by men focusing on

men's role in building maroon societies, though increasingly women are investigating the "sheroic"

contributions of maroon women in these free, runaway societies that ranged from tiny communi-

ties that disbanded in less than a year to communities that lasted centuries and included thousands

of cimarrones. In isolation die cimarrones were able to recreate collective, traditional African soci-

eties. Richard Price has stressed that viability usually required that villages be located in "inhos-

pitable, out-of-the-way areas" (5). Latin America had its Yoruba and Kikongo communities; Cuba,

Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, Brazil, and other countries had their palenques, quilombos,

mocambos, cumbes, ladeiras, and mambises that kept African traditional practices alive.

Las Casas de Santos (the houses of Orisha) of Cuba and Puerto Rico, the Candombles of Brazil,

the Vodun temples of the Dominican Republic, and the He Orisha of the United States exemplify

the maroon spirit of resistance. "Resistance was an integral part of Caribbean slave society. Its

pervasiveness demonstrated the slaves' consciousness of themselves as human beings with their

own values and aspirations different from those of the slave owners. From the point of view of

the slave masters, anxious to maximize their material wealth, slave resistance displayed the both-

ersome nature, and one of the inherent contradictions, of this peculiar species of property. Slaves

resisted in myriad ways. These could range from the subtle and passive, constantly acted out on a

routinized daily basis, to the violent, whether singly or collectively, planned or spontaneous. But

perhaps the most vexing of the slaves' resistance techniques to the owners was the act of running

away to establish their own habitations — Maroon Societies" (Campbell 1). Price, too, has

emphasized the centrality of resistance: "All the African religious phenomena of the colonial era,

or almost all, must be understood in the context of this climate of cultural resistance" (199).

Women predominate in contemporary African-based religious practice within Latino culture, per-

petuating a philosophy and a practical framework that speaks to die African historical continuum.

"Women (black women) were drought to have special magical powers, such as being more suscepti-

ble to ritual trance" (Price 196). We not only affirm cultural values by recreating family and com-

munity but also resist oppression by passing on practices diat speak to a world vision grounded in

nature and the vital energy force of ashe. Ancestral spirits and divination are integral components,

providing historical context and experiences. Divination through the corpus of the odu of Ifa pro-

vides a philosophical framework. The orishas, or divinities, of the Yoruba and Kikongo nations pro-
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Self-appointed

Latino leaders,

overwhelmingly

white and male

in both race

and consciousness,

continue to serve as

power brokers with

the European

American community.

vide African-based role models of warrior women. The sacred warrior spirit is embodied in the

female principle, Yemaya, who is present in the ocean; in the whirlwind, personified by die warrior

Ova, who precedes Chango into batde; in the active spirit of community building, friendship, and

love (one must work at friendship and fight for loved ones) that are reflected in Ochun, the orisha

of sweet water.

While developing contemporary methods of operation, modern warrior women have followed

the African warrior spirit— women such as Afro-Cuban Mariana Grajales, mother of revolution-

ary Antonio Maceo; Benedita da Silva, Brazilian congresswoman; Nydia Velasquez, member of the

U.S. House of Representatives; Dr. Antonia Pantoja, founder of Aspira Inc., Universidad Boricua,

and Producir, a collective economic project in Puerto Rico; and so many odiers. Insisting upon

the inclusion of Puerto Rican and African culture as integral parts of the school curriculum, Afro-

Puertorriquefia Dr. Evelina Antonetty understood that identity, self-determination, and the devel-

opment of our own organizations are critical our people's survival. She created United Bronx

Parents to provide parents with the understanding and training needed to control their commu-

nities and their children's education. With other women and men she founded the People's

Board of Education, charging the New York City Board of Education with educational genocide

of our young. Such institutions focus on a paradigm of affirmation and resistance and on a prac-

tice culturally centered in the historical legacy of our community.

My own work over the past twenty-four years has been grounded in my identification with my

own racial and cultural location in the historical continuum. During the early 1970s, after Com-

munity School Board 4 of East Harlem terminated funding for El Museo del Barrio, I was

involved in founding Amigos del Museo del Barrio, Inc., which today is the museum's governing

body. I was also a founder of The Association of Hispanic Arts (though I disagreed with the use of

the term hispanic, I was outvoted by the other ten founders). It was clear that we needed a net-

working/information/service agency that could define, negotiate, and advocate a common-ground

Latino perspective — an agency that would protect the discrete space of each of our cultures

while politically presenting a common aesthetic/cultural agenda based on criteria of excellence

and value established by our own communities. To dislocate Eurocentric-American "universal"

perceptions and practices, it was and is necessary to identify, promote, document, and celebrate

the pluriversal perspectives of the global cultures that form our national ethos. In creating the

Franklin H. Williams Caribbean Cultural Center/African Diaspora Institute, the concept was and

continues to be the conscious linking of African-based cultures. The internationalist Pan-African

world view reflected in the Center's work is grounded in the unifying belief systems and philo-

sophical vision that travelled to the Americas in the bodies of enslaved Africans. The African-

based expressions manifested in contemporary cultures throughout the Americas speak to the

power of these images and practices to assist in maintaining our communities and reflecting their

historical and contemporary realities. In order to understand the heritages that are part of the

Latino experience — Native American, Asian, European, and East Indian — the Center has

forged networks and projects, such as national and international forums, to reunite these com-

munities. Our focus on the development of policies that reflect the right to culture, equity, and a

pluriversal standard of excellence has motivated the creation of the International Network for

Cultural Equity.

The political activism of the Young Lords Party and the militant Puerto Rican Student Union are

models of this same cimarron spirit that we must continue to internalize in order to achieve

racial and cultural liberation, an end to our marginalization through the active dislocation of

Eurocentered paradigms. African Latino communities have always understood the need to build

organizations that reflect a dual purpose, and it is not an accident that the most powerful organi-

zations we have built as a community have been created by African descendants, both women and

men. Their clarity regarding racial and cultural issues has made it possible for them to construct

theory and praxis inclusive of our primary concerns, to develop a national stance and oppose an

integrationist stance. This cimarron spirit of affirmation and resistance is, in my opinion, the

proper mode) for our community to follow, the way for us to thrive.
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In the process of remaining racially, culturally, and politically grounded, we African Latina/os

must provide our children and future generations with a philosophical and historical context

that can frame our contemporary reality in the barrios as well as in European American set-

tings. Of greatest importance is ensuring that systems of survival and strategies for the future

are intrinsic to our communities so that we are able to safeguard present and future genera-

tions, who are at greater risk than we were two generations ago. The possibility of genocide is

real when poverty, joblessness, and health risks are escalating in our communities at a faster

rate than within any other cultural group.

Our young who are fighting the present racial and cultural wars must hear us document

and speak on our own such experiences in order not to feel isolated as they become confronted

by increasingly overt racism, discrimination, glass ceilings, and increasingly limited access to the

few opportunities we were able to achieve during the late 1960s and 1970s as part of the Black

Power movement. Students are hungry for historical information, a philosophical framework,

successful methods for working together to achieve common objectives, the identification of

sheroes and heroes who can serve as mentors and advisors. It is our responsibility— those of us

who know that we are of color, that we are not hispanic, that we have a rich legacy of African

warriors — to become part of this self-definition and community affirmation. It is empowering

and invigorating for me to have increasingly been invited to participate in joint activities in many

parts of New York State by Latino, Caribbean, and African American college students actively

seeking to unite and understand the common historical, racial, and cultural linkages we share.

The Northeastern Unity Conference of Fuerza Latina, organized by students at SUNY-Albany;

the African Diaspora Week activities at Cornell; and the Unity African-Latino Conference at

SUNY-Binghamton all reflect the sense that our Latino-ness is broad and must be inclusive, part

of an overall struggle for equity and equality with other communities.

Envisioning a future in which the African descendant Latino community will thrive

requires that our thinkers, our parents, our community activists, and our youth come together in

work sessions to hammer out an action agenda informed by our present conditions. Certainly a

Latino bill of rights and constitution are not out of the question. Various communities have exer-

cised self-determination concerning their interests and their relationships with other communi-

ties. So must we. Because of our racial and cultural diversity we should be able to forge an inclu-

sive system that respects differences and safeguards our racial, social, human, cultural, and

political rights within a nonhegemonic framework. We need to strengthen Puerto Rican,

Caribbean, and African Studies departments in colleges and universities and establish more of the

kinds of independent cultural, educational, social, legal, health, and other organizations that

together form a strong community infrastructure. Our most vital organizations have been influ-

enced, built, and directed by Latina women, and we must nurture this tradition. Other groups

have built institutions to speak to dieir struggles and their survival issues, to ensure drat society

does not forget or ignore their presence, does not repeat its wrongs. So must we build, build, and

continue to build the contemporary quilombos and palenqucs of our communities. Our young

women must continue the work of forging spaces of affirmation and resistance as a method of

survival. Ashe— may it be so.

LA LUCHA CONTINUA
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-j neither

here

CELINA ROMANY

Whenever I am called upon to set forth intellectual analyses imbued with feeling and to write them

down in English, I experience unease, defiance. Those feelings that ultimately make intellectual categories

meaningful call for Spanish-only — at least for the moment. Maybe time spent in this country will see a

Celina with bilingual dreams flourish. Maybe my maternal experience will enable me to give birth to a bilin-

gual soul.

I surprise myself. During the last five years I have been in America's academia, using English to address

topics that are dear to me, yet I have only now discovered that I am letting just a glimpse of light through a

crack in my window and that it will be a while before I open it. I have discovered that my exposition is

rather limited. Taking advantage of intellectual theories in vogue, I filter out a few drops of my own version.

A Latin American woman born in a colony, who attempts to address her enlightened colonizers on their

own turf and with their very own linguistic arsenal, I speak about the ravages of colonization. A close friend

of mine reminds me that this has already been done. I don't reject that possibility, but as Fanon knew so

well, a colonized mentality is a minefield, and the mines are hard to deactivate.

My Puerto Rican students in New York City confront me. daily with the transcultured mentality of

colonial migrants. The double burden with which they face racism in their daily lives has wounded them

deeply. I am classified as an exotic bird, dressed in the attractive plumage of the role model they need in

order to healthe deep pain of their migration. They feel proud of the recognition that the colonizers afford

me. During my Jurisprudence class — a class predestined for the white elites from here — my students lavish

gratitude on me when they realize that they too can think, that a critique of law arising out of their marginal

experience counts very much indeed.
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Postmodernism has dethroned essential identities, has turned them into archaeological material. With

the dis-covery of the subject's positionality we have entered a stage in which anything goes. To discuss

oppressed/oppressors, with its concomitant binary oppositions, or to speak of linear cause-and-effect under-

estimates the complexity of economic and political relationships. From my self-imposed exile's position, I feel

like a tropical creature, and now, from here, I attempt to make sense of. my monolingual emotions while in

my colonized schizophrenic psyche I sail on the colonizer's metropolitan waters guided by a bilingual intellect.

My privileged exile unfolds as a colonized woman's experience. It allows me to write my own version of

La Guagua Aerea ("Midnight Airbus"), Luis Rafael Sanchez's excellent rendition of Puerto Rican migration. It

confirms for me the experience of otherness best expressed in the experience of a woman born in the 1 950s

in a colony, the experience of being neither here nor there. It parts ways with its typical counterparts, since

almost half of all Puerto Ricans reside outside their native Island. Mine is a privileged exile because it did not

involve riding the Island's postwar migratory wave, when thousands of its children bailed out toward salvation

from their misery under the slogan "Operation Bootstrap."

I do not wish to indulge in recounting the experiences of an affirmative action brownie, the many conde-

scending looks cast by my fellow Latin Americans who fail to understand that Puerto Rico is a Caribbean

nation with strong Latin American ties, or the astonishment of North American feminists who fail to grasp my

persistent criticism of their universal premises about women, nor do I wish to linger on my Lone Ranger sta-

tus in law school circles. Exotic adventures they are, and with them, a new field of wounds.

One thing at a time. Now that I am neither here nor there, I would rather address my other wounds,

those I have in common with my Puerto Rican students without really sharing them — for instance, Mary-

Lou-from-Ohio, a girl who moved into my neighborhood in 1 958 and whom I can't seem to get off my mind. I

remember Mary-Lou-from-Ohio befriending a child in the Catholic school her parents had chosen for its top-

notch curriculum in English. Mary-Lou-from-Ohio's friend is a diligent student who receives good grades in

English and communicates in street slang with a heavy Puerto Rican accent. She hates her accent and herself.

Mary-Lou-from-Ohio's father, a general manager at Woolworth's, receives VIP treatment from Islanders.

Ohio gains stature in a well-to-do neighborhood in Rio Piedras, and Mary-Lou-from-Ohio lands in its most

luxurious house, built on a former sugarcane plantation that was eventually parceled up for the sake of a

builder's profits— a foretaste of the Island's modernization.

Being neither here nor there, the girl-woman who has a knackfor languages and

studies in U.S. centers oflearning holds onto the remarkable accent with which she once talked to A'larv-

Lou-jrom-Ohio.

Being neither here nor there, Vie girl-woman learns about North America 5 heroes an

d

their historic feats, with no mention of the history ofresistance of her invaded country, even afteryears of

that penetration known only to the rapist.

Being neither here nor there, she recalls her sexual awakening, a trapeze ofmixed mes-

sages— dancing the pirouettes demanded by the liberal development ofan American citizen, dealing all

the while with the sexual repression demanded ofPuerto Rico'syoung women.

Being neither here nor there, viewing thefront-page photograph in the San Juan

English-only newspaper, which depicted the oath-ofofjice ceremony of a new naval commander on

assignment to the Island, accompanied by his doting wife showing offher wide-brimmed hat in the style

of Princess Di, she remembers how much the commander resembled the bit] movie star who made mother-

Celina swoon, lie was a tall North American, blond and ethereal, stationed in the Island's best neigh-

borhood, occupied by the United States Armed Forces.
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Being neither here nor there, she tries to explain to her International Law stu-

dents how Borinquen passedjrom the status of war booty to that of Free Associated State via an

imposed American citizenship and how the occupied Island freely chooses (a situation that outside of

legal mythology takes on dizzying connotations) a permanent union with the United States, with the

nod of the United Nations. She tells ofa "compact" through which the colony on the one hand and the

metropolis' on the other reach an agreement that would provide the former its own limited form ofgov-

ernment. The compact is ratified by a 1 952 referendum in which the colonized people give their consent

and approval to the constitution of the Estado Libre Asociado — a Free Associated State whose polit-

ical structure dictates that all U.S.jederal laws reign supreme and allow passage oflocal laws insofar as

the latter do not conflict with the former, thus controlling the economy, international relations, labor

relations, immigration, environmental policies, and so on.

Being neither here nor there, the repeated attempts to redefine the Estado Libre

Asociado turn into a pitiful circus, culminating in the circus maximusfeaturing the plebiscite bill. The

almighty U.S. Congress determines the rules of the game in a decision-making process that supposedly

(and once again with the people's consent) would definitively decide its status in the sort of electoral cli-

mate that can prevail only on an island whose majority depends on federal public assistance— an elec-

torate whose daily lives are best represented by an alarming set ofstatistics pertaining to alcoholism, drug

addiction, and criminality, all of which give expression to a mounting process ofsocial decay. The

plebiscite will turn the country into either the 5 1st state, a refurbished Estado Libre Asociado, or an

independent nation.

Being neither here nor there, thosefrom over here clamorfor a ticket to the cir-

cus with a passion that wilts in the strugglefor participation in the American political process, which

daily confirms their second-class citizenship, while those over there, staggering in the peculiar ambigui-

ty brought on by colonial hurricane winds, claim the show is sold out.

Being neither here nor there, the circus maximus cancels its performance, forced by

the resistance ofmetropolitan lawmakers who dread the idea ofa possible state made up of Caribbean

mulattos who defend their culture and language (a state that threatens to have more representatives in

Congress than many other states, thereby doubling its qualificationsforfederal public assistance pro-

|
grams), or ofan updated Estado Libre Asociado with tax privileges not enjoyed by other states, or ofan

I independent country that would challenge U.S. military presence on the Island.

I
Being neither here nor there, the colonial supervisors of the day; who advocate a

I
refurbished Free Associated State, strike back, shielded behind a smoke screen ofcultural and nationalistic

t values, byformally establishing Spanish-only— that is to say, Spanish — as the official language of

|
the Puerto BJcan nation. Hispanophilia overtakes the Island, best represented by the Principe de

g
Asturias, a prestigious Spanish literary prize awarded upon the approval of the Spanish-only legislation;

|
by 90 percent of the government's TV programming comingfrom Spain; and by a million-dollar pavilion

t at the 1992 Seville Fair commemorating the Fifth Centennial ofAmerica's Discovery. This sentimental-

|
ized love of things Hispanic also represents the legacy ofan antiseptic nationalism reluctant to get conta-

{

minated by the vitalforms ofresistance manifested by the popular culture of the nation 's working classes.

Being neither here nor there, I tell my students here about sexism-in-the-colony,

the Macondian relationships among a male metropolis, male colonizers, and colonized males, revealinq the

socializationfor dependence and passivityfelt by everyfemale, which takes on special dimensions in the

colonial setting. Mothers pass on the mess, andfathers transmit patriarchy's explosive tango alongside

colonized otherness, provided thesefathers have not alreadyfown away. Domestic violence, the Dante-

esque labyrinth in which colonized patriarchy ambulates, brings shame to Florkheimer's treatise on how

the oedipal struggle, in its searchfor authority, is transferred to the sphere ofpublic life. A surreal existence

possesses even the liberation movements, which take on sexist overtones infill caudillo style. Feminist theory and

practice, chockfull of color, pattern, and design, threaten the superficial coherence of the liberation uniform.
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The positionality of liberation movements underscores the need to refer to postmodernist jargon, to the mul-

tiplicity of centers, to the intersection of the subject's positions. Dreams come in handy. Dreams of the nei-

ther-here-nor-there type are particularly telling, especially feminist ones. Take, for example, the recurring one

in which I appear as a Caribbean alchemist, surrounded by independence leaders, caudillos, and patriarchs:

/ pass around what seems to be a potion with a strong mango taste. It enables me to

become visible after many long hours of anxious invisibility. I speak. I underscore the com-

plexities in dealing with gender subordination in the colony, pointing out how the feminism I

claim can contribute to both the theoretical conceptualization and the praxis of the struggle

for independence. I talk about the need for such revaluation as well as about my personal

lack of sympathy for a leadership that sets a patriarchal tone in both style and content. I

articulate my apprehensions and fears with respect to life in postindependence, inquiring

where we, daughters of the underclass generated by years as a Caribbean K-Mart showcase,

would be. A leader-with-a-condescending-look replies by alluding to my conceptual misunder-

standing. I ought to take stock of the fragile commitment of Puerto Rican feminists to the

Island's independence. My fears are yet another instance of the disengagement typically

manifested by privileged women intellectuals. In other words, I am looking for trouble. Male-

inflicted trouble, I suppose.

With a little help from my mango potion, I appeal for the elimination of vulgar reductionist for-

mulas, for the need to approach culture with the rigor its complexity merits — a complexity

that, on the one hand, makes us recognize the need to systematically defend our nation's cul-

tural values, while, on the other, demands their problematization, given their collaboration and

complicity with patriarchy; a complexity that requires unmasking the unhappy marriage of

patriarchy and cultural freedom. Just like other women on the planet, I have experienced (I go

on talking deliriously, not even stopping to catch my breath, afraid that my potion will run its

course and I will be consigned again to the realm of the invisible) culture and national values

being routinely used to justify and legitimate oppression of the worst kind..

I remind them of the historical context, a fin de siecle in which it is becoming increasingly diffi-

cult to stage any liberation struggle, given the successfully packaged, undisputed victory of lib-

eral capitalism. A high official makes a sour face, signaling the upcoming end of Operation

Potion. I decide to color my speech with a selection of lullabies to slow down the return from

what seems to be a collective hypnotic trance. In time with their sweet rhythms I ask how the

Puerto Rican liberation project contemplates translating the personal into the political. I under-

line the necessity of broadening the theoretical/practical foundations, making them inclusive

enough for those who repeatedly experience multiple subordination. I stress the need to elabo-

rate either an inclusive script -or scripts that interact and intersect with one another.

Fortunately I am in the habit of waking up before being silenced once more. There is no doubt

that at this stage of the game, the pieces of the puzzle that make up the colonized experience of a

Puerto Rican woman have been fitted into place. Perhaps in the near future my neither-here-nor-

thereness will allow me to translate it all into a bilingual discourse^
An earlier version of this article was published in Callaloo 15:4 (1992): 1034-1038. Special thanks were

given to Virginia Moore for her translation assistance.
L The term metropolis means the colonizing country.



Having lived in the United States since 1980, I was

struck to discover upon my arrival that I am a Latina. I was

born in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and from 1971 to 1978 was a polit-

ical exile in Paris, where as a sociology stu.dent I was

exposed to the ferment and speculation that resulted in

what is today called postmodernist thinking. Are we once

more getting trapped in what Roland Barthes used to call

"the disease of thinking in essences"? I tend to perceive all

these conceptual meanderings as laborious ways to escape

the apparently unthinkable political perplexities of our time.

I'm also stunned to see the extent to which artistic products

tend to display themselves as the embodiment of a peculiar

sort of linguistic consciousness looking to explore, identify,

or manufacture signifiers of verbal discourse.

Women of my generation are survivors of many decades

of exposure to a binary approach to critical thinking, a

recent expression of which seems to be the opposition

between essentialist and deconstructionist. It reminds me of

the naive oppositions we used to contront

in the past — theory vs. practice,

material vs. spiritual, etc. — as though

the essentiality of the world would lie

in their resolution or synthesis. We'd

better remind ourselves how these

fragile and ephemeral dualistic novel-

ties led in most cases to a well

behaved nihilism that was never

able to withstand the full conse-

quences of its premises. Isn't it

high time to dare to confront poli-

tics again? Shouldn't we be searching

for a wholeness that is political in nature

and expresses itself through a vision of radical social reform

and personal transformation? Our living space looks like a

territory in which the clamor of words appears to be more

frightening than all the possible ways to be silent.

To survive transplanting I first had to acknowledge

myself as a woman in her forties and realize that aging is a

place for struggle and discovery. I immersed myself in com-

munity art in order to work with evolving, marginalized

urban communities through a process of participatory

research. I had to make sense of the diversity of my cultur-

al experiences and interrogate my childhood and my lan-

guage for meaning. The work of women artists as well pro-

foundly influenced my view of the world.

An important part of this process has been talking to

younger artists, to whom I look to inform our mutual

experiences of inventing/reinventing ourselves and our

edited by MIRTES ZWIERZYNSKI
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shared commitment to struggle. For this issue of Heresies

I have invited three such artists — Montserrat Alsina, Mari-

lyn Cortes, and Beatriz Ledesma — to discuss their

experiences as Latina artists involved in community

work.There is certainly a generational gap between myself

and them, a sort of ideological break with the way the

world has been understood by women of my generation,

whose perception and consciousness translated themselves

into the language of the traditional left. We struggled to

change History, while they are struggling to change daily

life. Today they bring some of the same passion and

urgency to working with and within communities in which

empowerment is the issue, while I have had to de-ideolo-

gize myself and thoroughly relearn the importance of daily

life and the way it translates itself through differences of

age, race, and gender.
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As with everything in American society today, I feel I'm just

another minority, just another statistic. Here I am a Latina artist. I am

considered a woman of color and a minority.

MAR! LYN CORTE

S

l llave becn conveniently placed in these cat-

egories. Latinas are tossed in a "melting

pot" with every odier edinic group in the U.S. today. Yes, we are

women of color, but we are all different in every aspect ofour lives.

Spanish is my connection to my Latina sisters— South Ameri-

can, Central American, Caribbean, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Mexi-

can — and that is only if we exclude Portuguese and all the

indigenous dialects of the native peoples of diese nations. Per-

haps language is the only true link we have. Perhaps our true con-

nection is in our struggle as minorities, as women artists defining

our unique identities and our unique experiences in a society

diat insists on putting all of us in a mold.

I define my cultural identity as Mexi-

can American. My parents came from

Mexico; I was born and grew up in

Chicago. I speak English as a first lan-

guage and Spanish as a second language.

My cultural experiences have been many.

From the moment my mother died I

was a ward of the state. Between the

ages of two and seven I lived in an

orphanage. Between the ages of seven and

ten I lived with a Jewish family, an Italian

family, and a Puerto Rican family My con-

frontation widi my identity started with my

foster families, and my association widi my

Mexican heritage began at age ten with my

stepmodier, who spoke no English.

Throughout my childhood I experi-

enced cultural ambiguity. Being uproot-

ed was traumatic each time it happened.

The images I use in my artwork represent my constant need to

connect to my true beginnings, both spiritual and physical. My

work becomes dierapeutic because it allows me to confront my

past and question my identity.

My need to connect widi the Mexican community in Chicago

is an obvious one. I have made a conscious effort to learn about

my people and work widiin die community. Through my teach-

ing art to Latino children I learn about their struggles, their

dreams, and their need to identify. I see they have the same

questions I had and still have. Through my work with die per-

manent collection of the Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum I

am able not only to view but also to discuss works by odier Mex-

ican and Mexican American artists. All this is my inspiration, and

it feeds my curiosity and my need to express myself visually

Marilyn Cortes

Innocent Bystander No. 2, 1 992
photo-etching, aquatint, 29" x 45".
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Montserrat Alsina

Fragments: Combination 7, 1 992
linocut, 8" x II".



MONTSERRAT ALSINA

It was not until I arrived at

the School of the Art Institute of

Chicago, after having been born

in Venezuela and living in London, England, that I became

aware of the meaning of the term latino and started to assim-

ilate what it meant to be a latina here in the U.S.A. I saw the

difference in treatment of my fellow people of color. I would

hear comments like, "You'll get that job because you are a

latina and a woman," which infuriated me because I see

myself as more, than that. I want to be looked at for what I

can offer, not for my ethnic background and gender.

Latino culture, such as it exists in the U.S.A., does not

influence my work. I am in search of showing the process of

my inner explorations as a woman, as a human being. My
self-imposed exile here has exposed me to a whole range of

groups, such as the feminists, the Native Americans, the

Montserrat Alsina

Fragments: Combination 2, 1 992
linocut, 8" x II".

truly needy, and the more well-to-

-do, that have influenced my work

a great deal.

My historical background, my mestizo mother, my
father who escaped from die Spanish Civil War, and their fam-

ily history are the basis of my search for independence from

die existing social consciousness, for spiritual awareness, and

for my Self. I believe this has allowed me to create art.

Being involved with the latino community and with

women's groups of all colors has facilitated a dialogue, a

knowledge of other people's history. We get to compare

common experiences, which makes us more conscious of

who we are. Working with latino children at the Marwen

Foundation has helped make me more aware of the oppres-

sion of the so-called minorities. I feel that these minority

people arc my family away from home.
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Beatriz Ledesma

Open Door in the Sky, 1991, acrylic, 18" x 24".



I was born in Buenos Aires of parents who combined the

European with the South American Indian. Both of them were

singers; my father was also a carpenter. I

was raised a Mennonite, which gave me BEATRIZ LEDESMA
a spiritual, social, and political con-

sciousness at a very early age, as well as an understanding of

community life as an important force for social change. From my

parents I learned the power of conviction in action, the language

of dreams and myths, and the importance of ritual and symbol.

I do not see or make a separation between art and life. 1

became involved in art in the early 1 970s as a way to protect my

freedom of thought from die political and social repression going on

in Argentina at that time. My artwork is a personal exploration into

the realm of the self, motivated by existential questions such as

how we become transformed and the effect of chaos and

destruction on the emotional and mental life of an individual.

My way of thinking is increas-

ingly intuitive and nonlinear, and

it is strengthening my belief in

transcending differences in order

to attain significant change. There-

fore, I am not interested in ques-

tions related to Latino culture and

its differences. The social split of

people on die basis of race or any

other characteristic, I believe, is a

game in a competitive system in

which differences are used as

weapons against one another

instead of as complementary pieces

of the big picture: the world. I

believe that the real separations

among all of us are those of class and

gender: rich/poor man/woman.

Latin American lives are colored by constant economic, social,

and political struggle and oppression; so are the lives of Blacks,

Caucasians, Asians, and Native American Indians.

I connect myself with any community interested in empow-

ering itself through art. Wherever there is a real need to be

addressed is where I like to work. I see and feel myself changed

by the mark that each community leaves on me, and of course

my own artwork then changes as well.

At present the world needs a sense of wholeness, of the essen-

tial unity of all people, creatures, and growing things of the Earth.

We need to restore the idea of the Great Ground before the lin-

ear "power over" mindset destroys life altogether, lb me, this is

what is important and imperative to look into and work for.

Beatriz Ledesma

The Illumination of the Moon on the Water, 1993

acrylic, 36" x 36".

Photo: Bob Levy.
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As two New York-based Latina artists frustrated

and angered by the isolation, exclusion from exhibi-

tions, misconceptions, and stereotyping facing Latina

artists, we joined efforts in 1 989 and put out a national

call for slides and writing for an exhibition to be spon-

sored by the Women's Caucus for Art, which was

holding its 1 990 annual conference in New York City.

More than one hundred Latina artists responded. The

exhibition we had planned developed into two exhibi-

tions plus a bilingual poetry reading. Later that year

we mounted a third exhibition. The response from our

audiences was exhilarating, and we began to get atten-

tion from other artists as well as art administrators.

To date Vistas Latinas has presented eight exhibi-

tions in the New York area, in both alternative spaces

and museums. We have chosen to work in a self-deter-

mined way rather than to become co-opted and

appropriated by a faddish mainstream.

Latinos are a hybrid people whose backgrounds

are rich with a mixture of many cultures. Yet the

stereotyping we encountered assumed that Latinos

were a homogeneous group and that our work fit into

categories predesignated for the art of a handful of

already accepted Latino artists, mostly male and

mostly dead.

We knew it would be imperative in 1992 to add

our Latina voices to the quincentenary observances.

Although many of us have cultural connections with

Europe, we also have a strong identification with the

indigenous people of the Americas because our roots

are here as well. Thus has been engendered an inclu-

sive Latino culture, one that allows for diversity.

Four venues were offered to Vistas Latinas for a

series of exhibitions we called Adios, Columbus. We
successfully curated and mounted three of the shows.

The fourth, an installation designed for the Windows
Above the Circle site at New York Institute of Tech-

nology's Manhattan campus, was in effect censored.

The imagery of the two artists, Ana Ferrer and Kukuli

Velarde, was so strong in its viewpoint, so committed
to the reporting of the historical fact of genocide, that

before the installation had been completed, the dean

at the Institute ordered that the work be dismantled.
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Vistas Latinas is now in litigation to ensure that the

work be seen as intended and that NYIT, which had

entered into a contract with the artists, be made to

honor its obligation to exhibit the work uncensored.

Our original purpose having been to bring visibili-

ty to Latina artists, Vistas Latinas has become a pro-

ject involving not only artists but also art historians

and curators. The response from Latina art profes-

sionals has been extremely supportive, yet we have

encountered a reluctance on the part of a few artists

to be included in all-women or all-Latina shows. Given

all that has occurred in the last two decades, do these

artists really believe that not identifying as Other will

improve their chances for recognition or that identify-

ing as Other will stigmatize them? They may believe

the myth that an artist will be judged solely by the

"quality" of her work and that she doesn't need the

support of a community of Latinas and artists, but

politics, networking, and socializing— as in other pro-

fessions — have much to do with who benefits in the

art world.

There are also the few who will use an organiza-

tion and its opportunities when it is fashionable and

convenient to be associated with it — in this case, as a

Latina artist. They use the group to advance them-

selves but seldom nurture the group in return. Our
philosophy is that, in the long run, group identity and

shared experiences are more empowering than the

gains of the individual. In the larger society, classism,

sexism, and individualism are means of promoting and

ensuring the success of a select few women, who are

supported financially and socially by a patriarchal sys-

tem. But for the majority of Latina artists, who nei-

ther have nor want access to such support, grassroots

organizing is a more realistic approach to empower-

ment. Most participants in Vistas Latinas exhibitions

are working-class, many were raised poor, and about

half are lesbians. We find ourselves unable to partake

of the success that is more likely to be enjoyed by het-

erosexual women of the privileged classes, so the sup-

port we give one another does contribute to the

courage we need to go on with our work.

Regina Araujo Corritore & Miriam Hernandez
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Idaljiza Liz Untitled, 1989, sepia-toned photograph.

,i> AtiSss

Alicia Porcel de Peralta Beware of Dogs, 1992, ink on paper, 1

1" x 14".

An Invitation to the "Other America"*

Maria Mar

Who discovered America? The Arahuacos,

Tainos, Caribes, Mayas, Incas, Hopis, Sioux,

Mohawk, Creeks, Cherokees, Iroquois, and all the

other Native Americans got here first. "What

Columbus really discovered was... an old world,

long populated by numerous and diverse peoples

with cultures as distinct, vibrant, and worthy as any

to be found in Europe . . . Only recently, in. fact,

have we come to realize that what Columbus did in

1492 was to link two old worlds, creating one

new world," suggest Carolyn Margolis and Herman

Viola in Seeds of Change, published in 1991 by

the Smithsonian.

The tragedy of warfare is that in the meeting

of two worlds, the one that has spent more time

training for destruction usually wins and proceeds

to wipe out, devalue, and steal from the creative

work of the defeated. So it was in the First Inva-

sion of the Americas, also known as the Discovery

or the Conquest. The Europeans did not under-

stand the value of the cultures they had found.

Many did not see the Indians as people (dehuman-

izing the Other is a prerequisite for prejudice, and

prejudice is a tool for exploitation). Convinced of

the inferiority of the "savages'" culture and of the

barbarity of their religion, the Europeans found

justifications for the massacre of the natives, the

plundering of their resources, and the devastation

of their environment.

This seems all too familiar to any Latino in the

U.S. We have been the victims of the Second Inva-

sion of the Americas. It is the belief in our inferi-

ority — this time under the name of underdevel-

opment — that justifies military invasion, political

interference, and the scavenging of our natural and

human resources. When, drained and persecuted,

we then move to this country, we are seen as out-

siders who have come to take away the work and

benefits of the "American" workers — as if we

were not American too. (Everyone seems to forget

about South and Central America, about the

Caribbean, and, even in North America, about

Canada as well.)
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Just as the Europeans ignored the achieve-

ments of the Indians and could not even imagine

that the Indians could offer them anything of aes-

thetic or cultural value, we Latinos are faced with a

mainstream that ignores our contributions, steals

our innovations, and blocks our progress — all in

the name of Old World values. This country seems

to forget that it once called itself the New World. It

is like a young girl who, upon waking each morn-

ing, steals a look at herself in her aged stepmoth-

er's mirror. After a while, she sees in the mirror

not her own image, but rather she sees the image

of the old woman.

We are the New America, the descendants of

the two old worlds colliding — vet it was more

than two. In our veins run Africa, Europe, and

Native America, but many other races and cultures

have found their way into our blood as their legacy-

was passed on to us. In my altar of the goddesses I

have a Catholic statue of Caridad del Cobre, whose

Yoruba name is Ochun. I have an African Yemaya,

and I also have Oya, a woman warrior, one of the

Yoruba orishas — which are called Santos by the

Latinos, for African slaves in the Caribbean were

forbidden to carry out their religious practices and

learned to fuse the images of their Orishas with

those of the Catholic saints. But Oya is also Miner-

va, the Roman goddess of wisdom and war. My

aunt Fanny, who knows nothing about these cul-

tures, gave it to me. She loved the way the woman

stood tall and dignified, "con to' los hierros" ("with

all she has"). This syncretism is not atypical of the

Miriam Hernandez
HolaLolita, 1991.

Photo: Sarah Lewis.
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Caribbean, but my altar brings me back to uth-

it roots, not onlv tin: racial ami cultural ones.-

My gftnder, too, has its history — herstory, il";

\i>ii pii It i.

This, then, is the history of the "oth-

er Anu-rica," made tin: more invisible under

the layer;, of invisibilitv put upon us through

racial, cultural, and national oppression. Vistas

Latinas offers Latin American women artists an

opportunity to present an old culture still wait-

ing to be discovered: the experience of wom-

anhood in the New World. Each work is like

an- island, and as the viewer navigates the

oceanic space-joining and separating thenv

perhaps she will find, as did the European

'tliMcmn !>." ili.'i In hi . ill die vast diversity of

the islands', ".there is a common vision intrinsic

Id a mil in nl

.iil.ipU.il limm llnloL'lli' i -'.11 Im Adios, Columbus.

7&A
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Regina Ara<
Adws Columbui t,\??2. :

Photo: Christine Parr>,7.+3.< .
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Ana Ferrer Safer Sex series: Rear, 1993.

Ana Ferrer Safer Sex series: Front, 1993.
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Ana Ferrer

ries: untitled, 1993.
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Elaine Soto Memory, 1985, etching, 20" x 26".

From 1 990 to I 993, the following artists have shown their work in Vistas Latinas exhibitions:

Emma Alvarez Pineiro

Maritza Arrastia

Miriam Basilio

Dina Bursztyn

Maria Carmen

Josely Carvalho

Martha Chavez

Regina Araujo Corritore

Esperanza Cortes

Ada Pilar Cruz

Aurora Dias-Jorgensen

Carlota Duarte

Carolina Escobar

Ana Ferret-

Tina Fuentes

Lorena Garcia-jojola

Maria Elena Gonzalez

Elizabeth Grajales

Marina Gutierrez

Claudia Hernandez

Jo Ann Hernandez

Miriam Hernandez

Beatriz Kohn

Idaljiza Liz

Inverna Lockpez

Silvia Malagrino

Maria Mar

Cristina Martinez

Madeleine Michele

Delilah Montoya

Maritza Mosquera

Lillian Mulero

Gloria Ortiz

Veronica Paiz

Alicia Porcel de Peralta

Liliana Porter

Elena Presser

Bernadette Rodriguez

Carmen Sanchez

Fanny Sanin

Elaine Soto

Marisella Veiga

Kukuli Velarde

Doris Vila
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Killing one's children is generally considered a

depraved violation of parental love and responsibility. Like

incest, murdering one's offspring is universally abhorred as a

concept even if the taboo has been violated with astonishing

frequency throughout history (Rene Girard, Violence and the

Sacred, p. 77). Indeed, it is that violation which, at least in part,

gave rise to the taboo. In what are still the rare cases in recent

decades of mothers killing their children, insanity is automati-

cally assumed and usually proven to explain the horror.

How paradoxical, then, that one of the most vigorous folk

legends among Mexicans and Mexican Americans — people

whose cultures place high premium on mi madre, la familia y el

hogar (mother, family, and home) — is the storv of La Llorona,

the Weeping Woman who kills (or, in some versions, aban-

dons) her children and forever after wanders the world in

punishing anguish for her sins.

The mythic Weeping Woman of Mexican-Chicana/o ' cul-

ture, La Llorona is, along with the Virgin of Guadalupe,

arguably the most persistent and well-known mestizo folk leg-

OR -.-• • -- • ,-,,<:,-i.-i

end to have emerged from the era of the Spanish

Conquest of Tenochtftlan (now Mexico City) in 1521. Many

historians and folklorists consider the indigenous woman La

Malinche, who was given by her chief to the Spanish con-

queror Hernan Cortes, as the historical source for La Llorona.

Growing up in New Mexico in the 1940s and 1950s, four

hundred years after the Conquest, I heard stories of La

Llorona that are still told today, persisting even in the era of

"boy toy" Madonnas, Murphy Browns, and a few Gloria

Molinas, although the tale's power to scare may have become

weakened by the commonplace fact of mass murders and child

abuse. What explains the paradox and persistence of this tale

even in the late twentieth centurv? Does the bone-chillina

impact o( her story on impressionable young minds make it

indelible? Surely what I was told about her when I was a child

is unforgettable.

I recall my mother struggling to raise eight children

almost singlehandedly (my father nearly always worked out of

town) and using La Llorona as a very effective disciplinary

CORDELIA CANDELARIA
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instrument. She would warn us, usually in Spanish, to "settle

down and behave, or La Llorona will come and get you. Listen,

I think I hear her outside . .
." Her voice would drift off softly,

eerily, and we would immediately cease our rambunctious

behavior, look toward the windows and doors, and strain to

hear what I clearly remember as the awful bruja's plaintive

moaning. Is it imagination or memory (or both) that recalls

the childhood terror? "She's missing her babies and cryino

again, and she needs someone just like you to take with her. And

remember, she's not going to put up with what I do, uh-uh,

she'll drown you too, just like that [snap!] — like she drowned

her own babies." Invariably effective, the ominous threat of

the unseen Llorona lurking dangerously outside quieted our

fussing, because we didn't want the brujamala to hear us and

realize that, just behind a flimsy door, sat desirable children for

the taking. Later on, it occurred to me that she wouldn't have

been interested in brats like us anyway, but in my preschool

innocence I could think of us only as very easy prey, for surely,

in her annoyance with our behavior, Mama wouldn't even have

bothered to save us.

Other versions of the always evolving legend were at hand

as we grew up and struggled for independence and self-identi-

ty. Of course, as adolescents we no longer believed Mama's

"superstitious crap," as we became aware of what I now call,

con carino, my mother's strategic, if Machiavellian, methods of

kid control and self-preservation. Yet those grown-up versions

of La Llorona stay with me today as vividly as the others. One

tawdry form tells of a teenage girl who, disobeying her par-

ents, sneaks away to a dance, is seduced by a handsome

stranger, and becomes pregnant. Aghast at her condition, she

conceals it until the child is born; then in fright and shame she

drowns her baby, runs away, and is doomed to the eternal,

tearful Llorona search. Another variation has as its antihero a

young, pretty, and very lonely mother whose husband is sta-

tioned in Korea. Succumbing to temptation, she leaves her

children untended to indulge in a night on the town. When

she returns, the children have disappeared. Ashamed to face

her family and husband, she spends the rest of her life crying

and searching for her kidnapped and/or murdered babies.

As an adult 1 have often exchanged Llorona tales with

other Chicanas/os in usually good-humored, though hardlv

mock, amazement at our parents' retrograde child-rearing tac-

tics. One familiar rendering, whose sexist subtext is particular-

ly blatant, involves a poor mesn/a (half-Indian, half-Spanish

Tina Modotti

Mexican Woman, Elisa, 1 924
platinum print, 8 7/8" x 6 3/4".

The Museum of Modern Art. Gift of Edward Weston.

woman) who falls in love with an aristocratic criollo (Mexican-

born Spaniard) who, going against social convention, also falls

in love with her. Although social mores prevent their marrying,

he keeps her and their children in a house away from his peo-

ple until the time comes when he must adhere to tradition and

marry an acceptable criolla. Understandably broken-hearted,

angry, and overcome with passion, the mestiza drowns their

children in a well and then commits suicide. When her soul

appears in heaven in search of her children, now angels, she is

expelled and condemned to earth to roam, childless and cry-

ing in eternal torture for her unpardonable sins. The tale ends

there, as of course it must to serve its function as populist pro-

paganda intended to reinforce the patriarchy. Presumably the

highborn macho lives happily ever after with his proper family,

but even if he doesn't, the key point is that he is the one who

lives — not she or the children — without permanent social

stigma for his conduct.

No longer frightening to me or anyone 1 know, vouno or

old, La Llorona nonetheless still evokes mv intense passion,
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hence this article and accompanying poem. She makes me

laugh when I'm not crying, makes me screamingly angry when

I'm not mute in sorrow at the remarkable efficacy of brute

social power to define the terms of its perpetuation. .The phal-

lic propaganda of this folklore's face value are as obvious —
and, in some versions, as banal — as tabloid headlines. On its

face it teaches that girls get punished for conduct for which

men are rewarded; that pleasure, especially sexual gratification,

is sinful; that female independence and personal agency create

monsters capable of destroying even their offspring; that chil-

dren are handy pawns in the revenge chess of female jealousy;

and other lessons of scapegoat morality.

Like Greek mythology's Medea, who also bears' the stain

of evil for maternal infanticide resulting from her love for a

man who leaves her, La Llorona and her historical prototype,

La Malinche, have served as convenient crucibles for their cul-

tures' coming to terms with conquest, sexual desire, incest,

and the double-sided nature of love/hate. Seen as a scapegoat

and a crucible, the Llorona legend begs for reconsideration

and possible recuperation from what, in another context, his-

torian Emma Perez calls inside el sitioy la lengua (the space and

language) of the female subject, rather than from a

dominant/dominating male perspective. But can even such an

enlightened viewpoint save the Weeping Woman? Does she

even deserve a new image?

Yes, I think it's past time for her to cut her hair, put on

her Mikes and tie-dyed T-shirt, and get a life — at least, that's

how I would re-image her. So transformed, she would learn a

new walk to replace the head-down, bent-over crouch she's

been doing for 400 years, and in the breezy, in-charge manner

of artist Yolanda M. Lopez's twenty-first century Chicanas, she

would lead the radicals in organizing the quincentennial

protests marking La Conquista de Mejico in 202 L.

The first thing to stress in recuperating La Llorona for the

next century is that she and La Malinche received an especially

bum his/torical rap. As Adelaida R. Del Castillo's 1974 article

(in Encuentro Femenil) and my own 1975 study on La Malinche

(in Frontiers: A Journal of Women Studies, 1980) have established,

there is no valid historical basis for malinchismo, the harsh

Mexican concept of betrayal that emerged in the nineteenth

century and that bears her name. Women didn't have the

political or military power to win or lose Mcsoamerica to the

Spaniards. Thus the image of La Malinche as traitor and

whore, which gave rise to the Llorona folk legend and which

was memorialized by, among others, muralist Jose Clemente

Orozco and Nobel poet Octavio Paz in Labyrinth of Solitude

(1950), lacks legitimacy except as a reflection of masculinist

versions of power.

But why try to save the baby-killer of legend? Aren't there

better uses of time and political resources than to try to recu-

the Weeping

Woman of Mexican legend, is consid-

ered by many historians and folk-

lorists as the mythic form of the his-

torical woman La Malinche (also

known as Dona Marina, Malinalli, and

Malintzin), who was given by her chief

to assist Hernan Cortes in what

resulted in his conquest of Mexico in

1 5 1 9-2 1 . The hundreds of variants of

the Llorona tale share a kernel plot:

as punishment for her misconduct a

young, usually beautiful woman is

condemned to wander (often by

rivers and other bodies of water) for-

ever crying, unloved, and homeless, in

grief-stricken search for her lost chil-

dren. Variants differ as to the nature

of her offenses, but they usually

include adultery, infanticide, or child

neglect, and sometimes homicidal

revenge, excessive hedonism, and

self-indulgence as well. Often told as a

bruja (witch) or ghost tale to coerce

obedience from misbehaving children

(e.g., she will steal them to replace

the babies she drowned) and overly

independent adolescent girls (e.g., her

agony will be theirs if they do not

repress their sexual longings), the tale

has been recorded for centuries, and

it is reported throughout Mexico and

AmericAztlan (that is, in the United

States wherever Mexican Americans

reside; originally Aztlan was the name

of the mythological northern home-

land of Mesoamerican ancestors,

analogous to the Garden of Eden, a

myth borrowed in the 1 960s by Chi-

cana/Chicano activists eager to

recover indigenous roots). La Llorona

and her historical prototype, La Mal-

inche, have been interpreted as

emblematic of the vanquished condi-

tion and reputed fatalism of Mexico

and its people.

Adapted from Cordelia Candelaria's

entry "La Llorona" for The Oxford Com-

panion to Women's Writing in the United

States.
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aerate such a hopeless, vvortliless case? One very

important reason is that the same brush that

painted the Weeping Woman portrait in historv

continues to apply its demeaning brushstrokes

of single-minded misogyny to contemporary

society. It's past time that brush got a thor-

ough cleaning and a fresh set of primary

paints to color women authentically en

route to the twenty-first century.

: ? In addition, the tale's tenacity within and

among el pueblo cannot be ignored. A major

reason for its persistence is that La Llorona's

act of infanticide and/or child abandonment

nas multiple interpretations that have been

overlooked or forgotten. For instance, the

legend can be interpreted fruitfully as a

"tender mercy," a concept from biblical

folklore suggesting that within a corrupt

system of authoritarian power, even an act

of compassion can be brutal because it, too,

partakes of the dominant context of corrup-

tion. The tale can thus be read as political

euthanasia, a woman's conscious attempt to

save her cherished children from their par-

ents' awful fate. Like Toni Morrison's

Beloved, in which infanticide is presented as a

slave mother's desperate act of protection to

save her daughter from slavery, La Llorona

persists in folklore because its meanings are

multiple, not one-dimensional, and they have

the capacity to expose the very injustices that a

superficial reading of the tale seems to prefer. In

this vein, folklore scholar Jose Limon argues that

"La Llorona [is] a symbol that speaks to the course

of Greater Mexican [and Chicana/o] history and

does so for women in particular, but through the

idiom of women [it] also symbolizes the Utopian

longing [for equality and jus-

tice] of the Greater Mexican

folk masses" (Between Borders:

Essays on A'lexicana/Chicana

Historv, 1990, p. 413).

Yolanda M. Lopez Guadalupe series: Tableau Vivant, 1978. Photo: Mogul.

>
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Whether or not the iconography of folklore's Weeping

Woman can be rehabilitated by radical poets, artists, and intel-

lectuals and re/visioned as a resisting woman (like Antigone,

Sor Juana, Anne Hutchinson, Morrison's Sethe, and even

Hillary Rodham-C), today the I.a Llorona talc can be interpreted

as a woman's brave choice to will her own destiny by electing a

tragic late rather than allow herself and her children to live

under the inescapable tyranny ot masculinist privilege and

authoritarian despotism. Usually when men perform such

deeds they're called heroes, especially if — as kings, presi-

dents, and generals — they kill thousands of other people's

children on battlefields. It is finally time to let go of a single,

narrow understanding of the tale and to see La Llorona instead

as an always evolving emblem of gender, sexuality; and power

— and, too, as another female victim of history's tender mercies.

For gender inclusivencss, the term "Chicanas/ Chicanos" is used

here interchangeably with "Mexican Americans" even though it

usually suggests a more politically progressive social consciousness

than the latter. For brevity, "Chicana/o" and the plural form

"Chicanas/os" are used.

Coatlicue / Las Colorado
La Llorona, 1990.

U*

Photo: jean Claude Vasseux.

La Llorona: Portrait by the River

Cordelia Candelaria

La luz es todo: light is crucial.

Its tawny hues the weight ofdusk

Sifted by random shreds ofa retreating sun.

The soft curves ofel no's current

Fills the early evening like thick brushstrokes

Ofa watercolor drying darkest blue.

The splash of ripples

As she bends to rinse tiredfeet

Paint herflesh an instant shine

Bright as tears. Or hope.

persistent footsteps 'round every shore

de Tehuantepec a Chapala

de Campeche a Culiacdn

del no al no, del color alfrio

lavando llorando andando

The reticence ofher slow movements

Remembers the tons ofsleepless time

Pressed upon her wearyfleshfrom shore

To shore. Bony hands pressfeeling, slowly,

Into each toe one by one.

Fingertips damp back stray wisps of hair,

Loose threads ofgray on a tight weave of black

Blending into the night.

Slow motion inscribes, too, a final image.

Fach haunted glance

She sinks into river's reflection

Returns her babies outstretched hands to her,

Shivering cold and wet:

la hambre eterna.

from Arroyos to the I Icirt (Samo Monica. C:\: Soma Monica College Prcx-Lalo Press, 1903).
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